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A team from the Remote Sensing Laboratory conducted a series of in situ radiological measurements 
a t  the Double Tracks site on the Nellis Air Force Range just east  of Goldfield, Nevada, during the peri- 
ods of April 10-1 3 and June  5-9,1995. The survey team measured the terrestrial gamma radiation a t  
the site to determine the levels of natural and man-made radiation. This site includes the areas cov- 
ered by previous surveys conducted from 1962 through 1993. 

The main purpose of the first expedition was to assess several new techniques for characterizing sites 
with dispersed plutonium. The two purposes of the second expedition were to characterize the dis- 
tribution of transuranic contamination (primarily plutonium) at the site by measuring the gamma rays 
from americium-241 and to assess the performance of the two new detector platforms. Both of the new 
platforms performed well, and the characterization of the americium-241 activity a t  the site was com- 
pleted. 
Several plots compare these ground-based system measurements and the 1993 aerial data. The 
agreement is good considering the systems are characterized and calibrated through independent 
means. 
During the April expedition, several methods for measuring the depth distribution of americium-241 
in the field were conducted as a way of quickly and reliably obtaining depth profiles without the need 
to wait for laboratory analysis. Two of the methods were not very effective, but the results of the third 
method appear very promising. 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) maintains the 
Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSL), which provides 
several systems for measuring terrestrial radiation. In 
addition to the aerial radiological surveillance systems 
mounted in either BO-1 05 helicopters or 8-200 air- 
planes, RSL h a s  several systems for ground-based 
measurements. During these expeditions, RSL was 
operated by EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc., 
(EG&G/EM) under contract to DOE, with bases  of 
operation at Nellis Air Force Base in Las Vegas, 
Nevada, and at Andrews Air Force Base near Wash- 
ington, D.C. 

The Double Tracks site was  previously surveyed by 
the RSL from helicopter platforms in 1977 and 1993. 
The DOE requested that International Technology 
Corporation (IT) characterize the nature and extent of 
contamination, so that corrective action options could 
be evaluated. If necessary, the site would be cleaned 
up prior to its release back to the U.S. Air Force. 
Teams from the RSL participated in two ground-based 
expeditions to the Double Tracks site in the first half 
of 1995. 

The first RSL expedition was performed from April 
10-13, 1995, using the RSL's Chevrolet Suburban 
vehicle with a high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector 
mounted on its 7.5-m (25-ft) mast and two tripod 
HPGe detector systems. The objectives of this survey 
were to gather in situ radiological data with a set of dif- 
ferent instruments at a series of locations within the 
Double Tracks exclusion zone (fenced area) and to 
compare this data with similar data collected by pre- 
vious aerial surveys and by systems fielded by IT and 
Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Co, Inc. 
(REECo). 

Based on the information acquired during the first trip, 
a second expedition took place during the week of 
June 5-9, 1995, when two new detector platforms 
were field tested. One platform used a set of three 
Field Instrument for Detection of Low-Energy Radi- 
ation (FIDLER) detectors mounted on the front of an  
all-terrain vehicle (An/) about one-half meter above 
the ground. This system was used to search in a sys- 
tematic manner for pieces of metal which had pluto- 
nium (Pu) adhering to their surfaces. The second 
detector platform fielded during this trip was the stan- 
dard RSL aerial detection and recording system 
adapted to a ground-based vehicle and nicknamed 
the Kiwi. Specifically, a set of sodium iodide (Nal) 
detectors were mounted on the rear of a Chevrolet 
Suburban vehicle. As the vehicle moved, individual 
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gamma-ray spectra were recorded each second to 
provide complete coverage of the Double Tracks 
area. The field-of-view of the detector system was 
approximately 3 m (1 0 ft) in diameter. 
For consistency between this report and the Double 
Tracks Tst  Site Characterization Report being prepared 
by IT, the phrase "hot fragmenr will refer to any piece 
of radioactive material larger than 5 pn (0.0002 in). 
Pieces smaller than this size will be called "hot par- 
ticles.'' The term "piece" will refer to either a fragment 
or a particle. Any piece which is visible to the unaided 
eye is a fragment. 

2.0 SURVEY SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Double Tracks site is situated on Stonewall Flat 
(an arid plain) on the Nellis Air Force Range (NAFR) 
and is about 25 km (1 6 mi) east of Goldfield and 35 km 
(22 mi) southeast of Tonopah, Nevada.' Access is 
through the Tonopah Test Range (TTR). The Double 
Tracks site has  a n  elevation of approximately 1,500 m 
(4,900 ft). The area is mostly sandy soil with a thin 
layer of small gravel on the surface and is covered 
with small shrubs and some grass.The DoubleTracks 
test involved the detonation of a high explosive near 
a n  assembly of Pu and depleted uranium (U) to study 
the means of dispersal of transuranic (TRU) elements 
and their uptake in animals. The quantity of depleted 
U was 4-5 times the quantity of Pu. The test was con- 
ducted at 255 a.m. on May 15,1963. 
The five-sided fence currently surrounding the Double 
Tracks site forms the radiation exclusion zone of 
approximately 18 hectares (2 million it2). This fence 
was  established several years after the test and the 
boundary was based on the gamma radiation levels 
measured by a set of FIDLER detectors. After the 
test, soil from a n  area near the blast was  pushed on 
top of the original concrete platform to produce a 
mound about 1.3 m (4ft) high. An older, almost circu- 
lar fence still existed (until the June expedition) 
around the mound of soil at ground zero (GZ) and 
extended 30-40 m (1 00-1 30 ft) from GZ. 
Previous semiannual ground-based surveys of the 
Double Tracks site were conducted by REECo for 
several years after the tests.2 These surveys con- 
sisted of air samples, surface swipes, and water 
examination, as well as g a s  proportional counter mea- 
surements made in the four compass directions at 
30-m (100-ft) intervals from the (what is now inner) 
fence. As described in the REECo report, these 
measurements were strongly influenced by high-ac- 
tivity debris near the measurement locations. 



RSL performed aerial surveys of the Double Tracks 
site using helicopters in February 1977 and Decem- 
ber 1993. The 1977 survey was conducted at a 30-m 
(1 004) altitude using a line spacing of 61 m (200 
The 1993 survey was also conducted at a height of 
30 m but used a line spacing of 46 m (1 50 ft).4A sepa- 
rate report presents additional processing of the 1993 
data to improve the minimum detectable activ'w for 
americium-241 ( 241Am).5 However, this additional 
processing had the deleterious side effect of enlarging 
the footprint of the measurement system and 
decreasing the spatial resolution of the data thus dis- 
torting the size of the area which needed remediation. 

3.0 NATURAL BACKGROUND RADIATION 

Many factors-both radiation from sources of interest 
to the current investigation, radiation from sources not 
of current interest, and electrical noise-contribute to 
forming the total measured gamma-ray energy spec- 
trum. These components can be summarized as the 
five terms in the following equation: 

Natural Terrestrial Radionuclides 
Measured f Man-Made Radionuclides 
Radiation =f Airborne Radon 

3- Cosmic Rays 
3- Equipment Contributions 

[ spectmm ] 
The term "natural background radiation" is generally 
considered to comprise three of the terms in the 
above equation; namely, natural terrestrial radionu- 
clides, airborne radon (Rn) g a s  and its daughter prod- 
ucts, and cosmic rays. The man-made radionuclides, 
such as cobalt-60 (60Co) and cesium-137 (137Cs), 
produced through actions by man are generally the 
components of the radiation field of most interest. The 
final term in this equation represents all sources of 
"noise" in the final spectrum, ranging from electrical 
noise in the electronics processing the detector sig- 
nals to radiation sources inherent in the detectors and 
other measurement equipment. 

Long-lived radionuclides present in the earth's crust 
are usually the largest source of background radi- 
ation. Naturally occurring isotopes found in the soil 
and bedrock consist mainly of radionuclides from the 
U and.thorium (Th) decay chains and radioactive 
potassium (K). The most prominent natural isotopes 
usually seen  in spectra a re  potassium-40 (40K) 
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(0.012% of natural K), thallium-208 (208Tl) and actin- 
ium-228 (228Ac) (daughters in the 232Th chain), and 
bismuth-214 (214Bi) (a daughter in the 238U chain). 
Although it is considered a man-made radionuclide, a 
measurable amount of 137Cs is found throughout the 
world (initially as a surface deposition and then, over 
time, migrating several inches into the soil) as a result 
of the atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons. These 
naturally occurring isotopes typically contribute 1-1 5 
pR/h to the background radiation field.6 

Rn (a noble gas) is a member of both the U and Th 
decay chains. After.being created in the soil from its 
parent isotope, Rn can diffuse through the soil and 
become airborne. While the isotopes of Rn have rela- 
tively short half-lives, their daughters may become 
attached to dust particles in the atmosphere and con- 
tribute to the airborne radiation field until the dust 
eventually settles to the ground. The contribution of 
Rn and its daughters to the  background radiation field 
depends on several factors, including the concentra- 
tion of U and Th isotopes in the soil, the permeability 
of the soil, and the meteorological conditions at the 
time of measurement. Typically, airborne radiation 
from Rn and its daughters contributes 1-10% of the 
natural background radiation level. 
Cosmic rays entering the earth's atmosphere a re  a 
third source of background radiation. High-energy 
cosmic rays (principally protons, alpha particles, and 
some  heavier nuclei) interact predominantly with 
atoms in the upper atmosphere to produce showers 
of secondary radiation. The contribution of cosmic 
rays to the background radiation field varies with 
elevation above mean sea level and with geomagnetic 
latitude. The earth's magnetic field traps some of the 
cosmic rays, so a larger fraction of them reaches the 
poles than the equator. In the continental U.S., values 
range from 3.3 pR/h at sea level to 12 pR/h at a n  
elevation of 3,000 m (1 0,000 For surveys in the 
continental U.S., the dependence on geomagnetic lat- 
*tude is very small and the elevation of the survey is 
the predominant determinant of the cosmic ray flux. 

4.0 SURVEY EQUIPMENT AND 
PROCEDURES 

Each radioactive isotope emits one  or more types of 
radiation when it decays-alpha particles, beta par- 
ticles, gamma rays, or X-rays. More importantly, 
these decay products have a specific energy which 
helps to indicate what parent isotope emitted it. The 
mix of Pu isotopes present at Double Tracks decay 
either by the emission of an  alpha particle (which is 
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impossible to detect more than a few centimeters 
away) or by the emission of a very low-energy beta 
particle (which is also very difficult to detect). In addi- 
tion to these particles, Pu emits some low-energy 
X-rays and, at a very low rate, some gamma rays. 
Nearly all systems used to search for Pu rely on 
detecting the 60-keV gamma ray emitted by 241Am, 
the decay product of plutonium-241 (241Pu). These 
gamma rays are relatively easy to detect, even from 
aerial detection systems 30-50 m (1 00-1 50 ft) above 
the ground, and are  much more abundant than the 
gamma rays emitted directly from the Pu decays. 

The Nal detectors (used in the Kiwi system and by 
previous aerial surveys) can b e  made with large areas  
and volumes which allow them to efficiently collect 
most of the gamma rays incident on their crystal face. 
However, their energy resolution is relatively poor, so 
the ability to identify specific gamma-ray energies 
and, therefore, specific isotopes is limited to areas  
containing only a few isotopes. The HPGe detectors 
(used on the Suburban system and on the tripods) a re  
much smaller in size than the Nal detectors. Conse- 
quently, they collect gamma rays at a much lower rate. 
Their advantage is their high-energy resolution, which 
makes the isotopic identification relatively easy even 
in a reas  containing many isotopes. 

The above discussion regarding the identification of 
isotopes from the measured gamma-ray energies 
assumes that all of the initial gamma-ray energy is col- 
lected by the detector. This is not often the case. Many 
of the gamma rays emitted by a n  isotope will be scat- 
tered (by soil or air or inside the detector) and lose 
some of their energy, breaking the correlation 
between a specific energy and a specific isotope. This 
is a process known as Compton scattering, and it 
creates a smoothly varying background within the 
energy spectrum. Statistical fluctuations at a given 
energy due  to this Compton background increase the 
uncertainty in how many gamma rays of this initial 
energy were detected. Thus the uncertainty in the 
amount of an  isotope present during a measurement 
increases with the increase in the Compton back- 
ground. 

Unlike alpha and beta particles, gamma rays can 
travel large distances through the atmosphere. With 
a detector suspended 1 m (3 ft) above a perfectly flat 
ground, 50% of the detected 60-keV 241Am gamma 
rays will originate from more than 6 m (20 ft) away. 
Typical ground-roughness effects will decrease the 
number of gamma rays from large distances, but a 
6-m radius circle is still not a very localized area. 
When a measurement must be made of a well-defined 

spot on the ground, a collimator must b e  used to shield 
the detector from gamma rays emitted from areas out- 
side this one spot. Generally, limiting the field-of-view 
requires the use  of a large quantity of very dense 
material. However, for 60-keV gamma rays, this can 
b e  accomplished by using approximately3mm (1/8 in) 
of lead (Pb). 

The following paragraphs present asketch of the data 
collection procedures used for this survey. Each of the 
experiments used a specific means of obtaining posi- 
tioning information. The Kiwi used a differential global 
positioning . system. (GPS), licensed from John 
Chance Corporation, which has a positioning uncer- 
tainty of less than 1 m (3 ft). The HPGe Suburban has  
a slightly less accurate differential G P S  system, which 
yields an  uncertainty of 3-5 m (10-1 6 ft). Some of the 
locations measured by the Suburban in June were 
centered over locations marked by stakes in a circular 
grid which dates back to the 1960s. The 0" reference 
of this circular grid appeared to be aligned with mag- 
netic north, rather than the polar north implicit in the 
latitude, longitude coordinates of the GPS. The differ- 
ence between polar north and magnetic north is about 
15" in the Double Tracks area. Most of the measure- 
ments made with the tripod detector systems and 
some  of the Suburban measurements are referenced 
to this circular grid. 

The coordinates listed in the literature for GZ are  
37O42'22.52" N and 11 6O59'14.23" W in the NAD27 
coordinate ~ y s t e m . ~  The GPSs  used when collecting 
the data in this report a re  referenced to the WGS84 
coordinate system. For the Double Tracks area, the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) guidelines instruct 
one to move the NAD27 grid by 10 m (33ft) (0°0'0.32") 
N and 79 m (259 ft) (0°0'3.23") E to convert the posi- 
tion into the WGS84 system. Applying this to the GZ 
position quoted . above yields a position of 
37O42'22.20" N and 11 6O59'17.46" W in the WGS84 
system. 

While no G P S  measurements were made at GZ, Sub- 
urban-system measurements were made at the 30-m 
(1 00-ft) positions on the circular grid at Oo, 90°, 1 80°, 
and 270". These four measurements yield a n  average 
GZ position of 37O42'21.95" N and 11 6O59'17.80".W 
(in the WGS84 coordinate system). This average 
position is only 7.7 m (25.3 ft) (O00'O.25'') S and 8.4 m 
(27.6 ft) (0°0'0.34") W of the published location. 

The April survey made a number of isolated measure- 
ments and did not cover the whole Double Tracks 
area. In June, the Kiwi covered all of the area inside 
the fence as well as a few test spots south of the 
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fence. The ATV covered most of the area  inside the 
fence less than 152 m (500 ft) from GZ. 

4.1 Experiment #I (AprileHPGe In Sifu 
Measurements 

This experiment was designed to provide acorrelation 
between the various methods of ground-based data 
taken during the April survey and, if possible, a com- 
parison with the aerial d a h  taken in December 1993. 
To this end, a series of measurements with.the differ- 
ent instruments was taken in the s a m e  area. First, a 
four-wheel drive vehicle (Chevrolet Suburban, see 
Figure 1) with a collimated HPGe detector suspended 
on a mast 7.5 m (25 ft) above ground level (AGL) 
made a set of measurements across an  area identi- 
fied by the aerial data as having a relatively constant 
241Am concentration. The collimated detector views 
a circular area with a diameter of approximately 13 m 
(43 ft). In comparison, the aerial system made mea- 
surements with a 100-m (330-ft) diameter spatial 
resolution. 

At several of these locations, the mast was lowered 
and a n  additional measurement was made with the 
detector only 3 m (1 0 ft) AGL. At this height, the field- 
of-view for the 241Am 60-keV gamma rays is approxi- 
mately 5.2 m (17 ft). In addition to these comparison 
measurements, a number of isolated Suburban and 
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tripod measurements were made throughout the 
fenced area. 

4.1.1 Suburban Versus Tripod Measurements 
Following the measurements taken by the Suburban 
system, a different HPGe detector, mounted on a tri- 
pod and placed 1 m (3 ft) AGL, made a set of mea- 
surements covering the area measured by the Subur- 
ban detector at a 3-m (10-ft) height. The tripod 
systems were collimated with a Pb shield to produce 
a field-of-view for the low-energy 241Am 60-keV 
gamma rays of approximately 2 m (6.6ft). To minimize 
the number of measurements needed, the measure- 
ments were made using atriangular grid pattern. Thus 
the Suburban footprint could be almost covered by 
seven tripod measurements. 
Following the tripod measurements, systems fielded 
by REECo and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) made their measurements in this s a m e  area. 

4.1.2 Measurements South of the Exclusion 
Fence 

Aseries of nine measurements was made south of the 
fenced area  using a tripod-mounted HPGe detector. 
Measurements were made to corroborate the results 
obtained from the December 1993 aerial survey, 
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FIGURE 1. SUBURBAN VEHICLEWITHHPGEDETECTORONMAST: Thedetectorontheendofthe 

mast can be extended up to 7.5 m above the ground. 
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which indicated avery low-level plume extending from 
the southern fence. Since there were no means to 
determine a n  exact position with this system, a n  
attempt was made to pace off distances along the 
concentration center line of the plume using a com- 
pass  for reference. The actual measurement line, 
however, deviated somewhat from the planned line. 

4.2 Experiment #2 (April)-Pu:Am Ratio 
' . Measurements 

The experiments performed at Double Tracks in April 
were intended to determine the nature and extent of 
TRU contamination by detecting gamma rays. All of 
the measurements rely on detecting the 60-keV 
gamma rays emitted by 241Am, a daughter of 241Pu, 
and inferring the amount of Pu and TRUs through a 
combination of field measurements and theoretical 
considerations. 

The activity levels in the eastern part of the central 
mound were high enough to allow direct measure- 
ment of the very weak gamma rays from 239Pu at 129 
keV, 375 keV, and 41 4 keV. The 129-keV gamma ray 
is approximately 6,000 times less intense per disin- 
tegration than the 60-keV gamma ray from Am. The 
other two Pu gamma rays a re  approximately 23,000 
times less intense. The Pu:Am ratio is usually 
obtained in the laboratory using small soil samples 
that are chemically dissolved and then analyzed using 
alpha spectrometry. However, the physical character- 
istics of Pu make this laboratory analysis very difficult. 
Because the activities at the Double Tracks site are  
large enough, in situ measurements a re  capable of 
accurately measuring the gamma rays from Pu. Thus 
the TRU:Am ratio calculated from the in situ data will 
have a better accuracy than the ratio from the labora- 
tory analysis. 

Two independent methods of measuring of the Pu:Am 
ratio were performed. The actual location on the 
mound was approximately 12 m (40 ft) from GZ and 
about 105' E of magnetic north (referenced to the cir- 
cular grid). The first method used a n  HPGe detector 
mounted on a tripod 1 m (3 ft) AGL. The first set of 
measurements using this system left the detector 
uncollimated and the gamma-ray spectrum was writ- 
ten to tape at the end of lo-, 20-, and 30-minute peri- 
ods. The second set of measurements used a Pb colli- 
mator to reduce the field-of-view to about a 2-m (64) 
radius. The plan in using the collimator was to collect 
the 60-keV gamma rays from 241Am and the 39-keV 
and 51-keV X-rays from =9Pu from the s a m e  area. 
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The use  of the collimator was not as successful as 
originally anticipated. The large Compton background 
generated by the 241Am gamma rays made the 
extraction of the small quantity of 39- and 51-keV 
gamma rays very difficult. 
The second method to measure the Pu:Am ratio used 
a highly collimated, tripod-mounted HPGe detector. 
Measurements were made for 300 and 600 seconds. 
The measured gamma-ray count rates were then con- 
verted into the appropriate radioactivity values. To 
make this conversion for a n  in situ measurement, it is 
necessaryto know or make assumptions on the depth 
distribution of the contaminant. Results a re  presented 
for assumed exponential distributions with relaxation 
lengths of 3,  20, and 100 cm (1, 8, and 40 in). The 
mound was formed by scraping the contaminated sur- 
face around the detonation site after the explosion, 
and this most likely led to contamination being mixed 
throughout the mound. In this case, a deeper depth 
distribution would be more representative of the con- 
tamination than the shallow distribution usually 
encountered due to weathering of surface Pu into the 
soil. 

4.3 Experiment #3 (AprilkDepth Profiling 
Measurements 

The purpose of these measurements was  to develop 
a n  inexpensive, fast (hopefully field-calculable) 
method of measuring the 241Am depth distribution 
over large a reas  of contamination. The depth distribu- 
tion is required to convert HPGeinsitu count-rate data 
into soil activity concentration results. It is also critical 
for obtaining a reasonable estimate of the amount of 
contaminated material that might have to be removed. 
Currently, the established method is to take soil sam- 
ples from selected depths and analyze the samples in 
the laboratory. This method involves transportation of 
contaminated soil, time to prepare the samples, and 
the counting time in the laboratory. The final results 
a re  also sensitive to the depth interval used for each 
sample. Usually, samples a re  taken in 2.5-cm (1 -in) 
layers. This rather coarse sampling does not provide 
representative data for the shallow distributions typi- 
cally encountered with Pu contamination. In typical Pu 
contamination situations, samples taken in 1 - or  2-cm 
layers a re  usually required. Hot pieces, routinely 
found around the safety shot tests, also introduce a 
serious problem in obtaining useful data. 

Three techniques were evaluated during the April field 
survey for obtaining depth profile data. These include 
the following: 



Side wall measurements with TLD material 
Comparison between the X-rays from 239Pu 
and the gamma ray from 241Am 
Direct measurement with highly collimated 
HPGe detector as thin layers of soil were 
removed 

4.3.1 Side Wall Measurements with 
Thermoluminescent Dosimetry Material 

, Thermoluminescent material, when used for thermo- 
luminescent dosimetry (TLD), can be used to mea- 
sure surface alpha contamination. The TLD material 
used for these measurements (CaS04:Tm) is gamma 
insensitive, with a beta sensitivity approximately 100 
times less than the alpha sensitivity. The alpha sensi- 
tivity is quite high with about one Read-Out Count 
(ROC) per disintegration per minute (dpm) and a large 
dynamic range in which the sensitivity is linear. This 
allows their use  in mapping areas containing low to 
very high levels of radioactivity. Measurements made 
previously with this material in Area 11 of the Nevada 
Test Site (see Appendix B) accurately portrayed the 
erratic surface distribution of the TRU isotopes 
around those safety shot sites. It was  found that a 
good deal of the contamination is in discrete "hot 
spots" that can cause rapid variations in activity levels 
over distances of only a few centimeters. This is why 
typical soil sample counting can produce widely vary- 
ing results even for samples taken adjacent to each 
other. Because the material proved so successful for 
the surface measurements, a n  attempt was made to 
try to obtain similar results for depth profiles. 

The TLD material was affixed to sheets  30 cm (1 2 in) 
on each side. Readout can be controlled to 1-mm 
(0.04-in) intervals in both the x and y directions, pro- 
viding excellent spatial resolution for the measure- 
ments. Thirty-minute measurements are sufficient to 
obtain background alpha activity levels. The material 
was then sent  to a laboratory for analysis. If these 
measurements are performed routinely, afilm reading 
station could be purchased for field use. The film is 
reusable after it has been analyzed and read. 

SixTLD sheets were used, in pairs, at three measure- 
ment locations. One sheet was  placed on the surface. 
The other sheet was  inserted into the ground by dig- 
ging a small trench, placing the sheet  againstthe wall, 
and then backfilling the trench to hold the sheet in 
place for the required exposure time. This created a 
"surface" approximately25-30 cm (1 0-1 2 in) deep and 
30 cm (1 2 in) across. The TLD sheet was held against 

the side wall for approximately 30 minutes. All three 
measurements were made near the inner fence south 
of GZ. 

4.3.2 Comparison Between the Pu X-Rays and 
the 241Am Gamma Ray 

Asecond technique evaluated during the April expedi- 
tion tried to measure the difference in the number of 
60-keV 241Am gamma rays compared to the number 
of 17- to 23-keV X-rays emitted during the decay of 
241Am and the various Pu isotopes. 

Pu contamination is usually measured using the 
60-keV gamma ray from 241Am. It can also be 
detected using the L X-rays from the Pu and Am 
decay in the 17- to 23-keV range. For contamination 
near the surface, the X-ray region is useful. Due to the 
rapid attenuation of these low-energy X-rays in soil, 
however, the 60-keV gamma ray is more useful for 
activity that has migrated into the soil. The mass 
attenuation coefficient for soil at 20 keV is approxi- 
mately ten times greater than at 60 keV. The X-rays 
will be attenuated much faster with depth in soil than 
the 60-keV gamma ray. This difference in attenuation 
may be able to provide an  indicator of the contamina- 
tion distribution with depth. To make the measure- 
ments, it is necessary to ensure that all radiation 
reaching the detector travels through the s a m e  depth 
of soil. This can be done using a long collimator that 
only allows radiation from directly below the detector 
to be counted. The ratio of the 60-keV gamma ray to 
one or more of the X-rays would then provide an  indi- 
cator of the depth of the contamination. 

With an  HPGe detector mounted on a low tripod, a col- 
limator was built that extended from the detector to the 
ground to ensure only radiation from directly below the 
detector would be counted. The collimator was  made 
of tin (Sn) with a n  inner liner of copper (Cu). Since the 
collimator (as well as the detector) will be bathed by 
the gamma rays from the natural radionuclides, afrac- 
tion of the atoms will be excited by the gamma rays 
and will emit their own particular-energy X-rays. Thus, 
since the collimator material is going to emit X-rays 
which will be detected, the goal is to find a collimator 
material which adds the fewest counts to the particu- 
lar-energy range of interest. S n  is somewhat better 
than Pb for these applications. Pb has K X-rays in the 
70-90 keV range which increases the background in 
the 60-keV window. Pb also has L X-rays which 
extend into the Pu and Am X-ray window. S n  has K 
X-rays just above the Pu-Am window and L X-rays 
below this window. The Cu liner stops the K X-rays 
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and puts all possible interference from the collimator 
below the Pu-Am X-ray window. 

Six measurements were made just inside and outside 
the inner fence. Measurements were made at the 
three locations where the TLD material measure- 
ments were conducted and at three additional areas  
where spot FIDLER measurements showed elevated 
activity. 

4.3.3 Direct HPGe Measurements 

The third technique that was evaluated directly mea- 
sured the 241Am activity level as thin layers of soil 
were removed. A detector was collimated to limit the 
field-of-view to an area  approximately 40 cm (1 6 in) in 
diameter. Soil was then removed in layers approxi- 
mately 1-3 cm (0.4-1.2 in) thick, with measurements 
made after each layer was  removed. Spraying the soil 
lightly and uniformly with a little water allowed a per- 
son with a metal dustpan to scoop up a thin layer of 
soil and minimize the creation of blowing dust. A little 
practice was required to avoid getting the ground too 
wet too deep and to scoop up only a thin layer of soil. 
The soil was removed over an  a rea  larger than the 
field-of-view of the collimated detector to ensure that 
only the newly exposed surface was measured. 

. .  . 

This method is similar to obtaining profile samples in 
the field and returning them to a laboratory for analy- 
sis. The primary differences a re  the much larger sam- 
ple size counted (approximately 1,600 cm2 [248 in2] 
verses 100 cm2 [I 6 in2] .for a typical soil sample) and 
the convenience of not having to transport soil from 
the site. 

' 

4.4 Experiment #4 (June)-AW Hot-Piece 

FIDLER detectors have been used extensively in the 
past for locating regions contaminated with 241Am 
(and Pu by inference). Although the system only 
reports the total count rate observed in the detector, 
medium- or high-energy gamma rays a re  very unlikely 
to have any interaction with the very thin detector 
crystal. This makes the detectors insensitive to much 
of thevariation in the natural terrestrial radioactive iso- 
topes or to fallout isotopes such as 137Cs. 

Search 

During the April expedition, a hand-held FIDLER 
found many locations where the radioactivity level 
was elevated and very localized. In most of these 
cases,  small pieces of metal with Pu and Am adhering 

to the surface were found in the area. Two locations 
were "mined" by IT personnel. "Before" and "after" 
measurements of these locations produced encour- 
aging results (see Section 6.1). During the week of the 
April expedition, it became very clear that there were 
many localized regions near GZ with'elevated activi- 
ties. 

The ATV experiment w a s  included in the June  expedi- 
tion to test our abi1.W to systematically locate and 
remove the fragmented pieces. A set of three colli- 
mated FIDLER detectors mounted on the A N  is 
shown in Figure 2. This system traveled east and west 
inside the fenced area within several hundred feet of 
GZ to look for hot pieces. The collimators on the 
detectors limited the fields-of-view to about a 0.6-m 
(2-8) diameter on the ground. There was sufficient 
overlap between the fields-of-view to ensure that 
complete coverage was  obtained over an  area about 
1.5 m (5 ft) wide. 

Because this was still an  experimental vehicle, the 
driver had to steer the ATV by keeping the tire tracks 
from the previous pass a constant distance to the 
side. While the ATV occasionally had to be maneu- 
vered around some of the larger bushes, the amount 
of ground possibly missed by the detectors was very 
small. If the detected activity exceeded a set level, an  
alarm sounded. A larger than expected amount of 
time was spent at DoubleTracks determining the opti- 
mum trip levels for the alarms on the detectors. It was 
finally determined that 50% above background was a 
reasonable level which resulted in finding many hot 
pieces and produced very few false alarms. (False 
alarms were often produced if the A N  bounced 
excessively while going over a bush or the edge of a 
small wash.) 

When the alarm on one  or more detectors sounded, 
the driver would stop and back over the area to verify 

. that it was  not a false alarm and then place a colored 
flag in the ground. A group of "miners" would go to 
each of the flagged locations with a hand-held FID- 
LER and shovels to find the hot piece and remove it 
from the area. Fragments were usually located 
immediately using the hand-held FIDLER, but after a 
while, the miners sometimes could recognize frag- 
ments visually before using the FIDLER. After remov- 
ingthe fragment, the FlDLER would be used to survey 
the immediate area for any flakes which may be left 
behind from the original fragment. In a few instances, 
the radiation was spread over a small a rea  and a few 
shovels of soil and hot particles were excavated. The 
hot fragments and soil containing hot particles were 
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FIGURE 2. A N  WITH FIDLER DETECTORS. The threedetectorsseeslightlyoverlapping 
areas on thegroundas the AJVtravels at several feetpersecond. A sharp rise in 
the count fate by one of the detectors signifies a hot piece underneath that 
defector. 

placed in secured containers for later disposal during 
the clean-up operations. 

The Kiwi detectors are shielded on the back and sides 
with a sheet  of cadmium (Cd) while the end-mounted 
photomultiplier tubes and the vehicle itself provide 
shielding to the front of the detectors. This shielding 
is more than adequate for attenuating the 60-keV 
gamma rays of 241Arn but does not significantly affect 
the higher energy radiation from the natural radioiso- 
topes. The shielding produces a well-defined footprint 
for making assessments of the Am concentration in a 
given volume of soil. Thus the 241Am footprint of the 
stationary Kiwi system is about 3 m (1 0 ft) in width and 
1.2 m (43) long. With the Kiwi traveling a t  2.2 m/s (5 
mph; 7 ft/s), the footprint is about 3 m (IO ft) wide by 
3.4 m (1 1 f3) long. 

4.5 Experiment #5 (June)-Kiwi Survey 

The Kiwi system is the result of mounting the detec- 
tors and data collecting system from RSL's standard 
aerial system onto a Chevrolet Suburban vehicle (see 
Figure 3). Six 5- x I O -  x 40-cm (2- x 4- x 16-in) Nal 
logs are housed in pods mounted on an  angle-iron 
frame attached in place of the rear bumper. Signals 
from these detectors feed into a Radiation and Envi- 
ronmental Data Acquisition and Recorder (REDAR), 
Model IV, system bolted to the floor of the Suburban. 
Signals from the GPS constellation of satellites, Just  like the aerial platforms, the REDAR system in 
received by the antenna mounted above the detec- the Kiwi was  programmed with a set of "flight" lines to 
tors, are preprocessed by a John Chance Corporation travel during the survey. For simplicity and to minimize 
unit before feeding into the REDAR system. The the amount of time needed to turn around inside the 
second antenna, mounted on the roof of the  Subur- fence, the lines'were arranged parallel to the western 
ban, receives a correction signal from a network of fence making them almost due  north-south. The GPS 
GPS stations around ' the  country. The  signal is position was  compared to this preferred flight path 
relayed through a dedicated satellite for John Chance each second, and the deviation (left or right) from the 
Corporation subscribers. This correction signal line was  displayed for the driver on a meter mounted 
reduces the uncertainty in positioning the vehicle to above the dashboard. The flight lines were only 3 m 
less than 1 m (3 ft) rather than the 3-5 m (1 0-1 5 ft) (1 0 ft) apart. With the rough terrain in several spots, 
uncertainty in the earlier correction hardware some deviation from the planned flight lines was  nec- 
employed in the helicopter system. essary. 

Measurements 
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FIGURE 3. KIWIVEHICLE. SixNallogsinthethreepodsontherearofthe Suburban vehicle 
detect gamma rays from Am. Shielding on the sides of the detectors limits the 
field-of-view to less than I m on eitherside of the pods. The two GPS antennas 
collect normal GPS signals from the satellite constellation and correction shnals 
from the John Chance network. 

For the  June  expedition, the barbed wire on the inner 
fence was  removed, but the  fence posts were left in 
the ground. The Kiwi had to occasionally be driven 
around rough terrain and various 'posts in the  exclu- 
sion area. The removal of the barbed wire inner fence 
permitted the Kiwi to get inside the fence and gather 
data  close to the mound. However, the terrain of the 
GZ mound and the depression just northeast of the 
mound was  considered too s teep and the Kiwi was  not 
driven over that area. The mound was assumed to be 
an  area which would have to b e  excavated and 
removed regardless of the measured level of activity, 
so no  concerted attempt was made to collect data 
over the mound. This produced a "hole" in the data 
which needed to be addressed in the data  analysis. 
The  extensive general data  analysis procedures for 
the Kiwi data are  described later in Section 5. The  spe- 
cific handling of the "hole" is described in Section 6.5. 

4.6 Experiment #6 (June)-HPGe In Situ 
Measurements 

This experiment was  a check and verification of the 
Kiwi system during the June  expedition. The  Subur- 
ban system, described in Experiment #I I made more 
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than 50 measurements of the 241Am activity at vari- 
ous  locations both inside the exclusion fence and 
around the periphery. In addition, two measurements 
were made in the plume which extends south of the 
exclusion a rea  and o n e  measurement was made at 
the  revegetation site northeast of Double Tracks. 

The majority of the 50 measurements were conducted 
to transect the site from south to north and from west 
to east passing through the  GZ area. Since some 
additional time remained after these measurements 
were made, several additional measurements were 
conducted along the circular grid axes at 1 20°, 1 5OoI 
210°, and 240" to define the  plume better in these 
directions. 

4.7 Experiment #7 (June)-Hot-Piece 

This experiment was  intended to measure the total 
241Am activity on several of the chunks of material 
found by either the ATV system or by technicians 
using hand-held FlDLERs or  spotting them visually 
while walking around. This debris appeared to b e  
metallic pieces from the explosion with some surface 
Pu contamination. Several of these pieces were 
weighed, photographed, and measured for activity 

Activity Measurements 



piece were measured and an effective activity value 
determined. 

In addition to the metallic debris, soil samples col- 
lected from the hottest areas within the inner fence 
were also measured. The soil was placed inside plas- 
tic bottles approximately 5 cm (2 in) in diameter and 
15 cm (6 in) tall. Measurements were made from each 
side of the bottle and an effective activity value deter- 
mined. 

5.0 DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 

Several methods for processing the Kiwi data may be 
employed. The gross count rate method calculates 
the total counts from all gamma rays detected during 
each one-second sample and presents the results as 
a series of equal. count-rate contours superimposed 
on a map or photograph of the survey area. With this 
display, large-scale variations of the radiation field 
within the whole survey area may be easily seen. 
Since the size of the Double Tracks survey area is rel- 
atively small and there are no real variations in the 
geology of the area, the gross count plot is quite flat- 
except in areas containing Pu contamination. 

Variations in the total radiation field are not always of 
interest. At Double Tracks, the major contaminant is 
Pu (and its gamma-ray-emitting daughter Am). With 
this knowledge, the count rate in the241Am photopeak 
can be plotted versus position and a more sensitive 
plot of the contamination can be made from the isoto- 
pic count rate. 

The main data reduction interest for this survey was 
the isotopic stripping of the 241Am photopeak. The 
gross count rate method was principally a check to 
ensure that the data from adjacent "Rights" matched 
each other and to provide a picture of the overall radi- 
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. ation field in the survey area. 

5.1 Gross Count Rate Algorithm 

The gross count rate is the sum of the counts in the 
energy range from 38 keV to 3,026 keV, divided by the 
live time, and subtracting a background term which 
represents all nonterrestrial sources. 

where 
CG = gross count rate at the height of the detector 

(cou nts/s) 

spectrum (s) 

energy E (counts) 

sources (counts/s) 

tfive = live time during collection of gamma-ray 

c(E) = the counts in the energy spectrum at the 

CN = the count rate attributable to nonterrestrial 

The lower energy limit is an effective lowest energy 
which the detector system can reliably record. 
Although the detector system processes and records 
all detected gamma rays up to 4,000 keV, there are 
almost no gamma rays of interest with energies above 
3,000 keV, and the higher energies are generally 
ignored. The total number of counts attributable to 
nonterrestrial sources includes gamma rays emitted 
by airborne Rn and its daughters, cosmic rays, and 
vehicle and equipment contributions. 

5.2 Isotope Extraction Algorithms 

Before describing these windowing techniques, a few 
points need to be made about the energy spectrum. 
In general, the gamma rays emitted by naturally oc- 
curring radioisotopes have very precise, well-defined 
energies. If the gamma rays could be measured 
ideally, the energy spectrum would consist of verytall, 
very narrow photopeaks centered at the total energy 
of the gamma ray. (Some of the peaks would be riding 
on top of the slowly varying distribution of Compton- 
scattered gamma rays from other isotopes, but the 
peaks would be narrow.) However, the detector and 
associated electronics used to measure the gamma 
rays have energy resolutions which broaden the 
photopeak distribution. The spectrum actually 
recorded by the measuring system will have broader, 
Gaussian-shaped peaks with widths equal to the res- 
olution of the detection system. 

The total number of counts contained in the Gaus- 
sian-shaped photopeak can be obtained by summing 
all of the counts within a specific energy range, LIE, of 
the gamma-ray energy, E. The magnitude of LIE will 
determine the fraction of the total counts which are 
summed. IfdE=3a, where 0 is the standard deviation 
of the Gaussian distribution, then 99.7% of the total 
photopeak counts will be included in the sum. This is 
not an unreasonable assumption for HPGe detectors, 
which have very narrow peak shapes. However, if the 
standard deviation for the system is large, as is the 



case for Nal detectors, then the distributions from dif- 
ferent photopeaks can overlap significantly. This inter- 
ference between peaks can be minimized by decreas- 
ing AE, with the knowledge that not all of the counts 
will b e  included in the sum. A correction factor, deter- 
mined in a region free of conflicting peaks, can b e  
found to relate the number of counts in the range 
EfdE to the total counts in the peak. 

5.2.1 Two-Window Algorithm 

The two-window algorithm is the simplest of several 
window algorithms in use. It employs a narrow window 
centered on the energy of the specific photopeak. A 
background window, located at higher energies, 
assumes that the background counts in the photo- 
peak window are  proportional to the total counts 
recorded in the background window. The background 
window may abut the photopeak window or may be 
separated from it in energy. The equation for the two- 
window algorithm follows: 

with 

(4) 

q,kg(E) = the counts in the garnma-ray energy 
spectrum at the energy E in a clean 
region of the survey area 

The proportionality factor, K2, is determined in a 
region of the survey which does not contain any of the 
specific isotope, so that the photopeak window con- 
tains only its background counts and therefore is 
directly related to the number of counts in the back- 
ground window. If the principle source of background 
gamma rays in the photopeak window is from scat- 
tered gamma rays from photopeaks at higher ener- 
gies, this is a reasonable assumption. If there a re  iso- 
topes other than the one of interest with photopeaks 
in the photopeak window, this algorithm will likely fail. 

5.2.2 Three-Window Algorithm 

If a region free of the specific isotope cannot be found 
or if the composition of the other isotopes changes 
drastically between the clean region and the rest of 
the survey area, then a simple multiplicative factor will 
not relate the counts in the photopeak window to the 
counts in the background window. To solve this prob- 
lem, the three-window algorithm employs a back- 
ground window on each side of the photopeak win- 
dow. (In this case, the two background windows abut 
the photopeak window in energy.) This algoriihm 
assumes that, for any spectrum, the number of back- 
ground counts in the photopeak window is linearly 
related to the counts in the two background windows. 
The equation for the three-window algorithm follows: 

E4 

where 
C2-wndOw = the net counts in the photopeakfrom the 

two-window algorithm 

spectrum at the energy E 
‘(E) = the counts in the gamma-ray energy 

E,, = the limiting energies of the windows 

K2 = the ratio of the counts in the photopeak 
window to the counts in the background 
window in a clean region of the survey 
area three-window algorithm 

(El c E2 5 E3 4 4 )  

where 
C ’ - ~ ~ o w  = the net counts in the photopeak from the 

With 

E3 

1 ‘bkg (E)  
E=E2 

K3 = 
E2 E4 c ‘bkg (a 4- 1 ‘bkg 

E=EI E=E3 



En = the limiting energies of the windows 

K3 = the ratio of the counts in the photopeak 
window to the counts in the two back- 
ground windows in a clean region of the 
survey area 

The three-window algorithm is also very useful in 
extracting low-energy photopeak counts where the 
shape of the Compton-scatter contributions from 
other isotopes is changing significantly. 

(E1 <E2<E3<E4) 

. Both the two- and three-window algorithms were 
applied to the Double Tracks data. In this particular 
case, the three-window algorithm produced an output 
which was more stable with regard to statistical varia- 
tions in the data set. 

5.3 Gridding of Data 

To produce most of the plots in this report, the Kiwi 
data were forced into a 9-m (30-8) grid. Since the data 
were collected second-by-second, the speed of the 
vehicle was not constant, and the actual "flight" lines 
often covered the same ground, gridding was neces- 
sary for the later processing. Since the interest in the 
data is predominantly to determine the 241Am activity 
over square areas of 1 O-m (33 ft) and 1 OO-m (330-8) 
size, the gridding does not significantly degrade the 
spatial resolution of the data. 

Once the grid is constructed, all spectra whose posi- 
tions lie inside a grid cell are summed and an average 
count rate is calculated for the center of the grid. 

where 
cg [E, x;, yc) = the average number of counts in the 

gamma-ray spectrum at energy E at 
the center of the grid cell at location 
[&, Yc) 

N = the number of data samples 
contained within the grid cell 

c[E, xi, yJ = the number of counts in the gamma- 
ray spectrum at energy E from the ith 
spectrum collected at location (4, yi) 
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The uncertainty in the gridded data (%) is roughly 
l/fi of the uncertainty of one of the original mea- 
surements (0). 

5.4 Count Rate Conversion to Soil Activity 
Concentration 

The conversion from the count rate measured by a 
detector system to the activity of the isotope in the soil 
depends on several factors involving the radiation 
source, the intervening material, and the detection 
system. These factors include (a) ground roughness, 
(b) the distribution of the isotope in or on the soil, (c) 
the energy of the gamma ray emitted by the isotope, 
(d) the air density, (e) the amount of moisture in the 
soil, (9 the sensitivity of the detector system to the 
incident radiation, (9) the geometry of the detector- 
source arrangement including the use of collimators, 
and (h) the amount of background radiation (princi- 
pally cosmic rays, vehicle and equipment back- 
ground, and airborne Rn) present. 

The soil activity concentrations deduced from the Kiwi 
system count rate are based on a simple multiplicative 
factor. The Kiwi was parked over an area inside the 
fence, and the count rate was measured for several 
minutes. This was an area which produced a fairly 
high count rate on both the Suburban system and on 
a hand-held FIDLER detector. The activity in this 
same area was also recorded in a series of HPGe tri- 
pod system measurements. To within the accuracy in 
which the two systems could measure the activity of 
the same location, this technique ensures consis- 
tency between the activities measured by the Kiwi and 
tripod systems. The conversion from count rate to 
activity for the tripod systems has been used exten- 
sively in the past and is briefly outlined below. The 
major problem with the area used at Double Tracks 
was the nonuniform*ty of the activity distribution. As 
seen throughout the survey area, the Am was dis- 
persed in clumps in the high activity areas. There were 
large variations (a factor of 2-3) between the five tri- 
pod measurements, indicating that the activity was 
concentrated in one or two areas. 

5.4.1 Distribution of the Isotope in the Soil 

Three basic types of vertical distributions are com- 
monly observed in the course of radiological surveys. 
All of the models used in this work assume that 
extended sources are uniform in the horizontal direc- 
tions. That is, the only variation in the concentration 



' of the isotope in the soil is with depth. The uniform dis- 
tribution in the horizontal plane leads to results 
expressed in terms of an average value over the field- 
of-view of the detector. 

The naturally occurring radioisotopes are distributed 
uniformly as a function of depth. The fallout from the 
aboveground nuclear tests in the 1950s and 1960s 
began as a surface distribution. That is, all of the 
radioactivity lies in a thin layer of material on the 
ground. After a number of years, as the radioactive 
material has a chance to migrate into the soil, the ini- 
tial surface distribution evolves into an extended dis-, 
tribution which is usually modeled by an exponential 
function. The relaxation length forthe exponential dis- 
tribution is expressed as l/a. For the Pu and Am dis- 
persed over 30 years ago at Double Tracks, an expo- 
nential distribution is assumed. 

S(z) = 

where 
S(z) = the activity concentration of the isotope at 

= the activity concentration of the isotope at 
the depth z 

the surface of the soil 

distance 
a = the inverse of the exponential relaxation 

For the exponential .distribution, the volume of soil 
from the surface down to a depth of l/a contains 
approximately 63% of the isotope's total activity. At 
depths of 2/a and 3/a the volume of soil contains 
approximately 86% and 95% of the total activity, 
respectively. (This is different from the percent of the 
isotope which canbe measured from adetector above 
the ground. If the gamma-ray energy is small, then 
regardless of the vertical distribution of the isotope, 

. only the gamma rays emitted from the nuclei near the 
surface will be able to reach the detector with their full 
energy.) 

5.4.2 Derivation of the Conversion Factors 

The conversion factors are determined by combining 
a laboratory measurement of the detector's efficiency 
to a given gamma-ray energy with a theoretical cal- 
culation of the gamma-ray flux arriving at the detector 
as afunction of source distribution in the soil. The der- 
ivation of these equations is given in several previous 
reports (for example Reference 8) which are generally 
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based on the assumptions and derivations in the work 
by Beck.g 

The number of photopeak counts registered by the 
detector depends on the flux of gamma rays at the 
location of the detector and a quantity, which is desig- 
nated as the effective detector area, A .  Since the 
probability of a gamma ray depositing its full energy in 
the detector depends on the detector dimensions, 
orientation, and gamma-ray energy, the effective area 
is not easily calculable. Instead the effective area is 
measured in the laboratory and expressed as a zero- 
degree value,&, multiplied by a function, R(8), which 
contains all of the angular response. The effective 
area is measured at 10" intervals and linear interpola- 
tion is applied between the measured values. 

The measured photopeak count rate can be 
expressed as an integral over the factors for the 
source activity in the soil, the detector's effective area, 
the distance from source to detector, and the attenua- 
tion of the gamma rays by the intervening material (air 
and soil). Figure 4 presents avisual representation of 
the detector-source geometry. 

(9) 

where 
C, = the net photopeak count rate 

S(Z) = activity per unit volume [(y/s)/cm3] 
& = the effective area of the detector at 0" 

R(0) = the angular response of the detector at the 

d = 4 + 4 , the distance from the source 
element to the detector (cm) 

(u/pjGS = air or soil mass attenuation coefficient 

angle 8 

(cm*/g) 
pGS = air or soil density (g/cm3) 

Before proceeding any further with the derivation, the 
isotopic distribution in the soil must be determined. If 
no soil samples are available to determine the dis- 
tribution, a distribution is assumed. Knowledge of the 
particular isotope and some history of how it might 
have arrived at this location as discussed in Section 
5.4.1 will determine the form of S(z). For the remainder 
of this derivation, the exponential distribution (see 
Equation 8) will be assumed. 



Source volume element 

FIGURE 4. GEOMETRY FOR RADIATlON MEASUREMENTS. The detector-soil element geometry applies to both aerial and in situ 
measurements. The count rate of the detector results from the integrated gamma ray flux from all of the individual source 
elements. 

Following a change in the integration variables and for 
the exponential depth distribution, the count rate 
equation becomes 

5.4.3 Conversion Factors for Selected 

The expression in Equation 10 relates the measured 
photopeak count rate, C,, to the activity per unit vol- 
ume at the surface, S'O. The detector parameters, & 
and R(8), are usually obtained empirically for a given 
system using standard calibration sources. Mass 
attenuation coefficients for air and typical soils can be 
found in standard reference tables. An average soil 
density of 1.5 g/cm3 is usually assumed unless actual 
measured values are available. The air density is cal- 
culated from measurements of the temperature and 
barometric pressure. The detector height, h, is mea- 
sured and the inverse of the exponential relaxation 

Isotopes in the Soil 

length, a, is either measured or assumed. It is then a 
simple case of calculating the required integral 
numerically to obtain the conversion factor, FE. 

The conversion factor relates a measured photopeak 
net count rate, expressed in units of counts per 
second, to source activity at the surface expressed in 
units of gamma rays per second per unit volume. For 
a specific isotope, the source activity is generally 
changed to units of curies or becquerels. The average 
activity per unit volume can also be converted to aver- 
age activity per unit mass by dividing by the soil den- 
sity. 

5.4.4 Average and Total Activity 
When the interest is comparing the activity measured 
in situ with the activity obtained from a series of soil 
sample measurements, it is more useful to relate the 
photopeak net count rate data to an average con- 
centration within a given soil depth rather than as the 
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exponential concentration at the surface. For a source 
distributed exponentially with depth, the average con- 
centration in the top z, is calculated with the following 
equation: 

Soil samples generally collect all of the soil to a spe- 
cific depth. The soil is taken to a laboratory where the 
contents of the sample are crushed and thoroughly 
mixed before a small quantity is analyzed. The above 
expression is valid for comparing the quantity of a n  
exponentially distributed radioisotope measured by 
the insitzi and the soil sample methods ifthe following 
two conditions are satisfied: (a) the concentration of 
the radioisotope at and below z, is small compared to 
the quantity of the isotope at the surface and (b) the 
mean free path of the gamma ray is comparable to or 
larger than z,. In other words, the comparison is only 
valid if the  in situ measurement cannot measure any 
significant contribution from the radioisotopes below 
the cutoff depth, and it can measure all of the radioiso- 
topes above the cutoff depth. 

Another quantity often used when discussing expo- 
nentially distributed radioisotopes is the total activity 
per unit area. This represents all of the activity in an  
infinitely deep column of soil and is calculated with the 
following equation: 

' 

m 

a (1 3) 

The value of a is usually poorly known and is highly 
dependent upon the actual soil conditions and the iso- 
topes which a re  present. Also, soil disturbance (farm- 
ing, construction, etc.) will affect the relaxation depth. 
Variations in a can produce significant changes in the 
average activity. 

6.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

6.1 Experiment #1 (April)-HPGe In Situ 
Measurements 

The 241Am and TRU activity measurements made by 
the Suburban system are  listed in Table 1 and shown 

in Figure 5 where the total activity is expressed in a 
similar manner to the previously processed aerial data 
except that the TRU:Am ratio is now 16:l for both se t s  
of data. The two "rows" of measurements in the south- 
e m  half of the exclusion area a re  in the area where the 
aerial data showed fairly low, uniform activity. Also, 
several measurements were made in the general area 
east of the inner fence and along the road between the 
entrance and GZ. 

Table 2 summarizes the results of the two hot-spot 
mining operations. The first mining area shows a 
reduction in the before-and-after 7.5-m (254) height 
activity measurements by approximately a factor of 1 0 
(file numbers 2 and 29). The change in activity in the 
3-m (1 0-ft) AGL measurements is only about a factor 
of two (file numbers 3 and 30). The lower height mea- 
surement started with a much lower activity and did 
not see as large an  a rea  as the 7.5-m (25-ft) measure- 
ment, indicating that most of the hot pieces removed 
during the mining operation were outside this smaller 
field-of-view. The second mining location also had a 
fairly low activity, and even though several small 
pieces of material were found and removed, the effect 
of the mining operation wasn't sufficient at this loca- 
tion to overcome the uncertainties from the counting 
statistics in the 10-minute measurements. 

6.1 .I Suburban Versus Tripod Measurements 

Figures 6-8 (see pages 19 and 20)compare the 241Am 
activities measured by the Suburban HPGe system 
operated at 3-m (IO-ft) height and the tripod HPGe 
system operated at 1 -m (33 height. The first tripod 
grid location (see Figure 6) exhibits a relatively uni- 
form, high 241Am activity distribution with a slight 
increase in activity from the southeast comer to the 
northwest corner. The Suburban measurement 
agrees quite well with the individual tripod measure- 
ments. 

The second grid location (see Figure 7) shows a dra- 
matic increase in 241Am activity from the west side to 
the east side, and the Suburban measurement s eems  
to be excessively high compared to the tripod mea- 
surements. This may be the result of one  or more hot 
pieces just on the edge of the Suburban field-of-view 
but outside the tripod system field-of-view. The circles 
a re  a rough indication of the field-of-view of the detec- 
tor but may not be exactly to scale. 

The third grid location (see Figure 8) shows a very hot 
a rea  in the center of the grid with a much lower, nearly 
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Table 1. Suburban Measurements in April. The locations, Am concentrations, and TRU 
concentrations are shown for the HPGe measurements made at the Double Tracks 
area. The TRU concentration is based on a (239Pu + 240Pu + 241Am): 241Am ratio of 
16. Positions shown in italics never received a lock on the differential GPS signal, 
so they have a positional uncertainty on the order of 100 m. 

File 241Am TRU 
No. Latitude (N) Longitude 0 (pCi/g) ( P c m  

2 
3a 
4 
5a 
6 

7 
8 
9a 

10 
I l a  

12 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30a 

31 
32 
33a 
34 
42 

43 
44 
45 

3742'1 7.97' 
37'42'1 7.92" 
37'42'1 3.48" 
37'42'1 3.33" 
37'42'1 3.48'' 

37'42'10.11" 
37'42' 9.47" 
37'42' 9.53" 
37'42' 9.13" 
37'42' 9.20" 

37'42'1 3.37" 
37'42'1 9.90'' 
37'42'20.67" 
37'42' 9.47" 
37'42' 8.96" 

37'42' 8.89 
3742'12.62" 
3742' 13.61" 
3742'17.82" 
3742' 1 7.71" 

3742'20.34" 
3F42'21.10" 
3742'20.07" 
3742' 10.31" 
3742'20.42" 

3742'22.16" 
3742'21.03" 
3742'23.99 

11 P59'18.28" 
11 6'59'18.09" 
I1 6'59'1 9.99" 
11 6'59'1 9.62" 
11 6'59'21 .I 6" 

11 6'59'22.96" 
11 6'59'21.30" 
116'59'21.11" 
11 6'59'19.81" 
11 6'59'1 9.90'' 

11 6'59'1 9.65" 
11 6'59'1 5.43" 
11 6'59'1 5.74" 
11 6'59'20.92" 
11 6'59'1 8.20" 

11 659'1 6.34" 
11 6059'15.22" 
11 P59'18.20" 
11 P59'17.43" 
11 6059'1 6.87 

11 6059'14.36" 
11 P59'1 6.26" 
I 1639'16.02" 
11 P59'20.50" 
11 P59'15.40" 

11 P59'15.87 
11 P59'13.64'' 
11P59'14.92" 

24.43 f 0.68 
3.12 f 0.44 

33.55 f 0.77 
39.55 ' f 0.73 
3.09 f 0.54 

< M D A ~  
6.88 f 0.58 
5.26 f 0.48 

20.13 f 0.67 
15.89 f 0.56 

38.33 f 0.78 
3.65 f 0.54 
7.61 f 0.59 
8.22 f 0.58 

< M D A ~  

< MDA~ 
< M D A ~  
< M D A ~  

2.31 f 0.77 
1.79 f 0.66 

3.91 f 0.76 
23.31 f 0.98 
9.07 f 0.73 
6.72 f 0.81 
8.57 f 0.58 

.I 5.51 f 0.63 

5.58 f 0.56 
< M D A ~  

390.9 f 10.9 
49.9 f 7.0 

536.8 f 12.3 
632.8 f 11.7 
49.4 f 8.6 

< MDA~ 
110.1 f 9.3 
84.2 f 7.7 

322.1 f 10.7 
254.2 f 9.0 

61 3.3 f 12.5 
58.4 f 8.6 

121.8 f 9.4 
131.5 f 9.3 

< M D A ~  

< MDA~ 
< M D A ~  
< M D A ~  

37.0 f 12.3 
28.6 f 10.6 

62.6 f 12.2 
373.0 f 15.7 
145.1 f 11.7 
107.5 f 13.0 
137.1 f 9.3 

248.2 f 10.1 
< M D A ~  

89.3 f 9.0 
BMeasurements made at a height of 3 m versus the normal 7.5 m. 
bThe Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA) is equal to 30 where u is the standard deviation of the counting statistics. For 

measurements made at a height of 3 m, the MDA is 1 .O pCi/g of 241Am and 16.0 pCi/g of TRU. For measurements made at a 
height of 7.5 m, the MDA is 1.5 pCi/g of 241Am and 24.0 pCi/g of TRU. 

uniform concentration around the edge. Here the Sub- 
urban measurement appears to be close to an  aver- 
a g e  of the individual tripod measurements, as would 

be expected if the Suburban detector averages the 
inner hot spot over its full field-of-view. From these 
three grid measurements, it is clear that the Am 
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DOUBLE TRACKS Site 

FIGURE 5. MEASUREMENTLOCATIONS OF THE SUBURBAN SYSTEM (APRIL). The locations (by GPS coordinates) of the Suburban 
measurementsare marked by colored dots corresponding to five bands of TRUactivity The contour data from the 1993 aerial 
survey are included for reference. Both sets of data use the 16:1 TRU:241Am activity ratio. 
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Table 2. "Mining" Location Measurements. T h e  locations and Am concentrations are 
shown for t h e  H P G e  measurements made at t h e  hot-spot mining areas. T h e  TRU 
concentration is based on a (239Pu + 240Pu + 241Am) : 241Am ratio of 16. Positions 
shown  in ifalics never received a lock on t h e  differential GPS signal, so they  h a v e  a 
positional uncertainty on t h e  order of 100 m (300 ft). T h e  Suburban could easily 
return to t h e  same location to m a k e  t h e  before-and-after measurements. However, 
knowing its absolute position relative to latitude and longitude is where  t h e  posi- 
tional uncertainty lies. T h e  positions are provided principally to relate this data with 
t h e  aerial and Kiwi data shown in t h e  later figures. 

File 2 4 1 h  . TRU 
No. Latitude (N) Longitude (W) (pCi/g) . (pCi/g) 

First mining location (7.5-m height) 

2 
29 

374217.97" 
37421 7.82" 

1 16-59'18.28" 
I 16-59'1 7.43" 

First mining location (3-m height) 

3 37O42'17.92" ' 11 6O59'18.09" 
30 374217.71" 11 P59'16.87" 

Second mining location (7.5-m height) 

24.43 f 0.68 
2.31 f 0.77 

3.1 2 f 0.44 
1.79 f 0.66 

390.9 f 10.9 
37.0 f 12.3 

49.9 f 7.0 
28.6 f 10.6 

22 37'42'1 9.90'' 11 6O59'15.43" 3.65 f 0.54 58.4 f 8.6 
31 374220.34" 1 16-59'14.36" 3.91 f 0.76 62.6 f 12.2 

6.1.2 Measurements South of the Exclusion 
Fence 

Figure 9 (see page 21) shows the tripod measure- 
ments made south of the fence. Using the intersection 
of an  arc  road with a n  arroyo as a reference point 
(marked "REF." in figure), it was possible to establish 
the position and direction of the actual survey line after 
the measurements were completed. Measurements 
were made at distances of 6,230,460,690, and 91 0 
m (20, 750, 1,500, 2,250, and 3,000 ft) south of the 
fence. At the 910-m distance, measurements were 
made in an  east and west direction at distances of 46 
and 91 m (150 and 300 ft). The aerial data shown in 
this figure has  been averaged over nine neighboring 
data points to produce a map of the lowest possible 
detectable activity of 241Am.5 

In comparing the data, it is important to take into 
account the difference in the area  measured by each 
system. The in situ detector, mounted on ashort  tripod 

distribution varies dramatically over distances of sev- 
era1 meters (comparable to the fields-of-view of these 
detector systems). 

only56 cm (22 in) above the ground, provides an  aver- 
a g e  concentration value over a n  a rea  approximately 
5 m (15 ft) across. The 9-point neighbor averaged 
aerial data, taken at a survey altitude of 30 m (1 00 ft) 
and a 46-m (1 504) grid spacing, provides an  average 
concentration value over an area  about 150 m (500 ft) 
in diameter. Near the fence, the in situ data shows 
higher levels than indicated by the aerial data. This 
would indicate that the width of the plume at this loca- 
tion is smaller than the field-of-view of the aerial sys- 
tem. The aerial system would show a narrow plume 
as covering a larger area but at a lower concentration 
value than actually exists on the ground. Further out 
from the fence, the two sets of data agree better. This 
would indicate that the plume is more dispersed and 
covers a wider area here than closer to the fence. 

. 

Both sets of data in Figure 9 used an  assumed Pu:Am 
ratio of 10. Measurements made in April, as well as 
theoretical calculations, indicate that this value is too 
low. As discussed in this report, a value of 16 will be 
used for the total alpha-emitting TRU:Am ratio for this 
site. Therefore, all data in Figure 9, both aerial and 
ground-based, should be multiplied by 1.6 before 
comparing to TRU data presented elsewhere. 
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FIGURE 6. SUBURBAN VERSUS TRIPOD MEASURE- 
MENTS-FIRSTLOCATION. The 24 'Am soilactiv- 
ity concentrations (PCVg) as measured by the Sub- 
urban HPGe' detector at a 3-m height versus the tri- 
poddetectormeasurementsat 1-m height. Note the 
general increase in activity from the southeast wr- 
ner to the northwest comer. Data from footprint #5 
was inadvertently not written to tape and the omis- 
slon was notdetected untilatterthesurveyteam had 
lei? the field. 

6.1.3 Highest Concentration of TRU Activity 

As discussed in the next section, two different HPGe 
detectors made measurements on the mound to 
assess the Pu:Arn ratio. Although the experiments 
were designed for the less stringent requirement of 
calculating the Pu:Am ratio, the activity of the soil on 
the mound can be deduced from these measure- 
ments if a few more assumptions a re  included. 

The first detector system made measurements in 
both collimated and uncollimated arrangements. The 
uncollimated measurements should be ignored since 
the detector could see a significant amount of area 
away from the mound. The collimated measurements 
provide a more accurate measurement of only the soil 
on the mound and produce an  241Am activity in the 
range 1,900-2,800 pCi/g, depending on the assump- 
tion of the depth to which the Am is distributed. The 
second detector system had a slightly different col- 
limation arrangement and deduced a n  activity of 

FIGURE 7. SUBURBAN VERSUS TRIPOD MEASURE- 
MENTS-SECOND LOCATION. The 241Am soil 
activity concentrations (pCVg) as measured by the 
Suburban HPGedetectorata3-m heightversusthe 
tripod detector measurements at 1 -m height. Note 
the dramatic increase in activity from west to the 
east. 

about 2,500 pCi/g. Multiplying these numbers by the 
TRU:Arn ratio of 16:l yields a TRU activity of 
30,000-45,OOO pCi/g for the first system and 40,000 
pCi/g for the second system. Since TRU waste is 
defined as having a total activity greater than 100,000 
pCi/g (see DOE Order 5820.2A), the hottest portion 
of the mound does not exceed this level (when aver- 
aged over the field-of-view of the tripod system). 

During the June  expedition (see Section 6.7), mea- 
surements of individual 300-800-9 soil samples from 
the mound and surrounding area  produced TRU acti- 
vities of 100,000-800,000 pCi/g. The HPGe detectors 
viewed an  area of ground much larger than these soil 
samples and, as observed throughout the two expedi- 
tions, the Pu and Am contamination is not dispersed 
in a uniform pattern. 

The activity results a re  close enough to the TRU limit 
that several ideas were proposed to ensure that the 
total activity of any truckload of soil removed from the 
Double Tracks site would not exceed the TRU limit. 
One of the principal means of reducing the total activ- 
ity of the soil was  to remove the hot pieces coated with 
Pu. This would make a small amount of TRU, but the 
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FIGURE 8. 

Surburban File (m3: Third Tripod Grid 

SUBURBAN VERSUS TRIPOD MEASURE- 
MENTS-THIRD LOCATION. The241Amsoilactiv- 
ity concentrations (pCUg) as  measured by the Sub- 
urban HPGe detectorat a 3-m height versus the tri- 
poddetectormeasurementsat 1-m height Note the 
highconcentration onlyin the centerofthe figure with 
the outer circes having much less. 

many truckloads of soil would certainly be below the 
limit. This desire to locate the hot pieces and the suc- 
cess of the "mining" of the hot spots found with the 
hand-held FIDLER detectors were the major impetus 
behind the ATV hot-spot search in'June. 

6.2 Experiment #2 (April)-Pu:Am Ratio 
Measurements 

For the two methods of measurement, the analysis 
was performed independently. The ratio calculation is 
based on measuring the 60-keV gamma rays emitted 
by 241Am and three of the gamma rays emitted by 
239Pu (1 29 keV, 375 keV, and 41 4 keV). Within statisti- 
cal uncertainties, the ratio of the Am activity relative 
to the Pu activities calculated from each of its gamma 
rays should be the same. There are differences in the 
activities of the two methods, principally as a result of 
different assumptions about the source-depth dis- 
tribution, counting statistics, detector characteriza- 
tion, etc. As noted earlier, the attempt to measure the 
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39- and 51 -keV X-rays from 239Pu was unsuccessful, 
as the large Compton background from the 241Am 
gamma rays nearly obliterated these X-ray peaks. 

The results of the first method of measuring this ratio 
are presented in Table 3 (see page 22). A relaxation 
length of 20 cm (8 in) was assumed for the vertical dis- 
tribution of 241Am. The top portion of the table pres- 
ents the average activity levels for the three sampling 
depths of 2.5, 5, and 20 cm. Only the longest time 
measurements for each arrangement are shown 
since the only change is a very slight improvement in 
counting statistics with the increasing time of the mea- 
surement. The Pu:Am ratio and the uncertainty in this 
ratio (based only on the counting statistics) are pres- 
ented in the bottom portion of the table. 

For the uncollimated data, the detector "sees" the Pu 
gamma rays from a larger area than it sees the Am 
gamma rays. Thus the Pu activities and the Pu:Am 
ratios for the uncollimated detector are too high. The 
collimators used in these measurements are very effi- 
cient at removing gamma rays at 60 keV but not as 
efficient at higher energies such as the gamma rays 
from 239Pu. To reach the same fractional attenuation, 
about twice as much material (air, soil, Pb, etc.) is 
needed to attenuate the 129-keV gamma rays by the 
same fraction as the 60-keV gamma rays and about 
three times as much material for the 375- and 
414-keV gamma rays. These measurements also are 
probably too high since a nontrivial fraction of the 
higher-energy Pu gamma rays can reach the detector 
after passing through the side of the collimator, while 
the Am gamma rays are completely attenuated. 

Results for the second ratio measurement method, 
using the highly collimated HPGe detector, are given 
in Table 4 (see page 23) for both the 300- and 
600-second measurements. Activity values, in pCi/g, 
are given for both Am and Pu, as determined from 
each individual gamma ray. The bottom of Table 4 
shows the resulting ratios of 239Pu:241Am derived 
from each of the Pu gamma-ray lines. Ratios vary as 
a result of counting statistics in analyzing each gam- 
ma-ray photopeak, as well as the uncertainty in the 
depth distribution. 

Table 5 (see page 24) shows the theoretical ratios due 
to decay from the original mixture of the Pu suppos- 
edly used in the test. Averaging the results from all 
three Pu gamma rays and from both the 300- and 
600-second acquisitions leads to values of 14.91 (Ila 
= 3 cm), 12.36 (l /a = 20 cm), and 11.72 (l/a = 
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FIGURES. TRIPOD MEASUREMENTS MADESOUTH OFTHEDOUBLE TRACKS FENCE(APR1L). Nine HPGemeasurements from the 

Aprilexpeditionaresuperimposedonthesmoothedaerialdatafrom December 1993. Bothsetsofdata use thesame Pu:Amratio 
of lO:l, which is different from the rest of the data and figures presented in this report. 



Table 3. Pu:Am Ratio Measurements for the First Method. The Pu:Am ratio is an 
average of the ratios based on the 60-keV 241Am photopeak and three of the 
gamma-ray photopeaks from 239Pu. Since these measurements were made on 
the mound near GZ, the calculations in this table assume a nearly uniform depth 
distribution (exponential distribution using a relaxation length of 20 cm 18 in]). 
Activity results for three different sampling depths are presented; the ratio 
calculations do not depend on the sampling depth. 

Uncollimated (1800 s) 
Sampling Depth (cm) 

2.5 5 20 

Collimated (3000 s) 
Sampling Depth (cm) 

2.5 . 5  20 
Average activity (pCi/g) 

60 keV 1,925 1,812 1,294 

129 keV 32,669 

375 keV 29,601 
414 keV 31,381 

30,750 21,968 
27,862 19,906 
29,538 21,102 

2,820 

42,797 

36,780 

34,774 

Pu:Am ratios for each 239Pu gamma ray relative to 241Am 
Ratio Uncertainty 

129 keV 16.97 f 0.24 

375 keV 15.38 
414 keV 16.30 

f 0.51 

. f0.57 

2,654 
40,283 
34,619 

32,731 

1,896 

28,779 
24,733 

23,384 

Ratio. Uncertainty 
15.1 8 f 0.24 

13.04 
12.33 

f 0.54 

f 0.56 

Average 16.21 f 0.81 13.52 f 0.86 

100 cm). These results are in general agreement with 
the theoretical prediction of 12.53 from Table 5. The 
results show closer agreement for the deeper depth 
distributions, which are more likely in the case of con-. 
tamination within the mound soil. Based on these 
results, the information presented in Table 5 should 
provide a reasonable estimate for the appropriate 
ratio data. 

prediction. In order to account for potential uncertain- 
ties in the actual ratio currently existing at Double 
Tracks, avalue of 16 is recommended for use in deter- 
mining concentration values from the 241Am mea- 
surements. This is approximately 10% higher than the 
theoretical prediction and provides a reasonable mar- 
gin of error for uncertainties in the actual ratio. 

In analyzing risk associated with Pu Contamination in 
soil, it is usual to include activity levels of all significant 
alpha-emitting isotopes. Alpha emitters are of most 
concern since inhalation into the lungs is the path 
leading to the highest potential dose from Pu-contami- 
nated soil. For Pu Contamination, the isotopes of con- 
cern are 239Pu, 2MPu, and 241Am. These are usually 
combined and referred to as the total TRU alpha emit- 

' ters. 

Table 5 gives a239-240Pu:241Am ratio of 1 OOP.291645 
= 13.71 which, when the Am is added, yields a 
TRU:241Am ratio of 14.71. Due to potential differ- 
ences in migration of Pu and Am in the soil, the actual 
in situ ratio may vary somewhat from the theoretical 

6.3 Experiment #3 (April)-Depth Profiling 

6.3.1 Side Wall Measurements with TLD 
Material 

Of the three measurements made near the inner 
fence, the first two were in areas that showed little or 
no elevated activity with a FIDLER. The FIDLER mea- 
surements were not made until after the first two sets 
of TLD material had been placed. As expected, 
results from these sheets showed basically back- 
ground activity. The third set was placed in an area of 
elevated activity as identified with a FIDLER. The 

Measurements 
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Table 4. Pu:Am Ratio Measurements for the Second Method. T h e  Pu:Am ratio is a n  
average of t h e  ratios based on t h e  60-keV 241Am photopeak and t h r e e  of t h e  
gamma-ray photopeaks from 239Pu. T h e s e  measurements were made with a 
highly collimated H P G e  detector placed on t h e  mound at GZ. Activity values and 
t h e  corresponding ratios for t h r e e  different relaxation lengths are presented. 

300 Second Data ' 600 Second Data 
Relaxation Length (cm) 
3 20 100 3 20 100 

Relaxation Length (cm) 

Average activity (pCi/g) 
60keV .2,584 2,860 2,883 2,308 

129 keV 36,826 36,360 35,544 40,442 

375 keV 30,899 27,397 25,865 33,708 

414 keV 39,620 34,689 32,606 36,343 

Pu:Am ratios for each 239Pu gamma ray relative to 241Am 
129 keV 14.25 12.71 12.33 17.52 

375 keV 11.96 9.58 8.97 14.60 

414 keV 15.33 12.1 3 11.31 15.75 

Average 13.85 11.47 10.87 15.96 

Average of 300- and 600-second results 14.91 

. 2,556 . 

39,930 

29,887 

31,820 

2,576 

39,035 

28,216 

29,909 

15.62 15.1 5 

11.69 10.95 

12.45 11.61 

13.25 12.57 

12.36 11.72 

surface sheet  showed several hot spots with most of 
the area exhibiting background levels. The vertical 
sheet  also showed several hot spots but with no real 
continuum that would lead to a profile. One hot spot 
was found near the surface and another approxi- 
mately 10 cm (4 in) below the surface. It is most likely 
that the hot spot below the surface was transported 
there by the shovel in trying to make the side wall to 
sample. 
The TLD material is quitevaluable for showing the dis- 
tribution of activity with a very high spatial resolution 
(1 mm 10.04 in]). For depth profile studies, however, 
the method used to form a side wall can influence the 
results. Similar conclusions were reached by ORNL in 
their attempt to use  a track etch detector for measur- 
ing alpha contamination. Although in theory the tech- 
nique should work, in practice, the direct HPGe mea- 
surement technique appears to be a better solution. 

6.3.2 Comparison Between the Pu X-Rays and 
the 241Am Gamma Ray 

As expected based on the FIDLER readings, no Am 
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activity was  measured at the first two TLD measure- 
ment locations. The remaining sites showed the 
60-keV gamma ray but no evidence of any X-rays. 
This included an extremely hot area near the mound 
which contained sufficient activity to allow direct mea- 
surements of the gamma rays from 239Pu. 

The lack of any X-rays likely resulted from three rea- 
sons: (a) the attenuation in soil, (b) the very small area 
actually being measured, and (c) the height of the 
detector above the ground. Because the collimator 
limited the field-of-view to a 10-cm- (4-in-) diameter 
circle, the actual amount of soil being measured was 
quite small. In addition, the detector was approxi- 
mately 60 cm (24 in) above the ground. Even for the 
60-keV gamma ray, only a weak signal was  obtained 
in three of the four locations where elevated activity 
was measured. A better approach probably would 
have been to put the detector, with its sides colli- 
mated, right on the ground. This would have greatly 
increased the signal from the 60-keV gamma ray and 
might have shown the X-rays. This method definitely 



Table 5. Pu:Am Ratio Calculations f rom Initial ComposRion.The P u : h  ratio shown here is asimple decay of the  Pu and 
Am isotopes in the  initial composition. T h e  ratio is shown as apercentage  of Am:Pu, ratherthan as a P u : h  ratio as 
in the  rest of this report. 

m P u  WPU “Pu 24’Pu 242Pu . 2 4 1 h  Total 

Mol. Wefght (g) 238 239 240 241 242 241 
Mass Fraction 3.9E-05 0.97314 0.0253 0.001487 3.1 E-05 0 0.999997 

Lambda (peryr) 0.007899 2.9E-05 0.000106 0.048135 1.8E-06 0.001605 
(CVg) of Pu + Am(t4) 0.000662 0.0603 0.005735 0.153124 1.ZE-07 0.000974 0.220795 

Half Life (VIS) 87.75 24131 6569 14.4 376000 432 

Activity Fraction 0.002999 0.2731 02 0.025974 0.693513 5.5E-07 0.004411 

Note: AIi activities are nudeartransformation rates, not partide emission rates. 

2 4 1 h  2 4 1 h  
Curies from 1 Ci of P u + h  Mixture =PU p9340Pu) 

l’lrne Year “9Pu 24’Pu 242Pu 2 4 1 m  
%Activi 

Ratio 
% Activity 

Ratio 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

35 
36 
37 
38 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 

1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 

1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 

1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 

1998 
I999 
2000 
2001 

0.002999 
0.002976 
0.002952 
0.002929 
0.002906 

0.002883 
0.00286 
0.002838 
0.002816 
0.002793 

0.002771 
0.00275 
0.002728 
0.002707 
0.002685 

0.002664 
0.002643 
0.002622 
0.002602 
0.002581 

0.002561 
0.002541 
0.002521 
0.002501 
0.002481 

0.002462 
0.002442 
0.002423 
0.002404 
0.002385 

0.002366 
0.002348 
0.002329 
0.002311 
0.002293 

0.002275 
0.002257 
0.002239 
0.002222 

0.273102 
0.273094 
0.273087 
0.273079 
0.273071 

0.273063 
0.273055 
0.273047 
0.273039 
0.273032 

0.273024 
0.273016 
0.273008 
0.273 
0.272992 

0.272985 

0.272969 
0.272961 
0.272953 

0.272945 
0.272938 
0.27293 
0.272922 
0.272914 

0.272906 
0.272898 
0.272891 
0.272883 
0.272875 

0.272867 
0.272859 
0.272851 
0.272843 
0.272836 

0.272828 
0.27282 
0.272812 
0.272804 

0.272977 

0.025974 
0.025971 
0.025968 
0.025965 
0.025963 

0.02596 
0.025957 
0.025954 
0.025952 
0.025949 

0.025946 
0.025944 
0.025941 
0.025938 
0.025935 

0.025933 
0.02593 
0.025927 
0.025924 
0.025922 

0.025919 
0.025916 
0.025913 
0.025911 
0.025908 

0.025905 
0.025903 
0.0259 
0.025897 
0.025894 

0.025892 
0.025889 
0.025886 
0.025883 
0.025881 

0.025878 
0.025875 
0.025872 
0.02587 

0.693513 
0.660921 
0.629861 
0.600261 
0.572052 

0.545168 
0.519548 
0.495131 
0.471863 
0.449688 

0.428554 
0.40841 4 
0.389221 
0.37093 
0.353498 

0.336885 
0.321053 
0.305965 
0.291586 
o2netx3 
0.264024 
0.252379 
0.24051 8 
0.229215 
0.218443 

0.208177 
0.198394 
0.18907 
0.180185 
0.171717 

0.163647 
0.155957 
0.148627 
0.141643 
0.134986 

0.128642 
0.122597 
0.116835 
0.111345 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 
5.5E-07 

0.004411 
0.00549 
0.006516 
0.007491 
0.008418 

0:0093 
0.010139 
0.010936 
0.011693 
0.012413 

0.013097 
0.01 3747 
0.014364 
0.01495 
0.015507 

0.016035 
0.016537 
0.017013 
0.017465 
0.017893 

0.018299 
0.018684 
0.019049 
0.019395 
0.019723 

0.020033 
0.020327 
0.020605 
0.020868 
0.02111 7 

0.021351 
0.021573 
0.021783 
0.021981 
0.022167 

0.022343 
0.022508 
0.022664 
0.022811 

1.615281 
2.010224 
2.385876 
2743144 
3.082893 

3.405947 
3.713092 
4.005075 
4.282609 
4.546376 

4.797022 
5.035165 
5.261393 
5.476267 
5.680321 

5.874066 
6.057985 
6.232542 
6.398178 
6.555313 

6.704346 
6.845661 
6.97962 
7.10657 
7.22226841 

7.340749 
7.448593 
7.550659 
7.64721 9 
7.738534 

7.824851 
7.906406 
7.983423 
8.056116 
8.124691 

8.189341 
8250252 
8.307601 
8.361555 

1.475 
1.835656 
2.1787 
2.504962 
2.81523 

3.11 0257 
3.390759 
3.657419 
3.910889 
4.151789 

4.38071 
4.598216 
4.804844 
5.001 106 
5.18749 

5.364461 
5.532461 
5.691913 
5.84322 
5.986765 

6.122914 
6.252015 
6.374399 
6.490384 
6.600272 

6.704348 
6.802888 
6.896152 
6.984389 
7.067836 

7.146719 
7.221254 
7.291645 
7.358089 
7.420771 

7.47987 
7.535554 
7.587985 
7.637317 

39 2002 0,002204 0.272796 0.025867 0.106112 5.5E-07 0.0222948 8.412276 7.683696 
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did not work as implemented. A modified version 
might b e  successful,if the activity is very shallow. 
There appears to b e  no reason for further work in this 
area as the probability of success  seems  quite low. 

ATV search and not as areas which need further 
cleanup. 

6.5 Experiment #5 (June)-Kiwi Survey 
Measurements 

6.3.3 Direct HPGe Measurements 

Although not providing as fine a spatial resolution as 
possible with the TLD material, this is a very simple 
technique for field use. Results from these measure- 
ments showed that most of the activity was in the top 
2-4-cm (1 -2411) region with one location exhibiting 
activity down to 8 cm (about 3 in). This shallow dis- 
tribution is typical of that found for Pu in undisturbed 
areas. Additional time should b e  spent developing 
optimum methods to remove soil in thin layers. (Ittook 
several attempts to consistently remove a thin layer of 
soil; the first several attempts were almost always too 
deep.) Some additional work should also b e  done to 
determine the best detector height and field-of-view 
combination. Assuming 5-minute measurements, this 
method can provide a good estimate of the depth of 
contamination within approximately 30 minutes. This 
is far superior to the time and cost of obtaining profile 
samples and analyzing them in a remote laboratory. 
The method would b e  more tedious, and likely not as 
successful, for contaminants that a re  distributed more 
deeply into the soil, such as 137Cs from typical world- 
wide fallout. 

6.4 Experiment #4 (June)-ATV Hot-Piece . 
Search 

The ATV system was very successful in locating small 
areas of elevated activity which could then be sur- 
veyed with hand-held FIDLER detectors to find the hot 
piece. No recordable data were collected with this 
system; this was strictly a search and mark experi- 
ment (although the miners were able to show that 
these small areas could be cleaned up). The search 
was conducted as a series of east-west paths and 
covered the area from a little more than 150 m (500 
ft) south of GZ to about 60 m (200 ft) north of GZ. 

Since the ATV hot-piece search and the Kiwi survey 
(below) were conducted in parallel, some of the 
pieces found and removed during the ATV search had 
been detected earlier by the Kiwi. Therefore the small 
hot spots within the above distance limits from GZand 
present in the Kiwi plots shown later in this report 
should be considered as already removed during the 

' 

The results of the Kiwi survey are displayed in Figures 
10-13 (see pages 26-29). Figure 10 presents both the 
gross count and TRU activity levels on the original 
second-by-second locations. The 241Am activity is 
calculated from each spectrum by extracting the net 
counts in a window around the 60-keV photopeak. 
The TRU activity is calculated from the 241Am activity 
by multiplying by the TRU:241Am ratio of 16:l 
described in Section 6.2. In addition to the color- 
coded points, the "flight" lines traveled by the Kiwi 
vehicle a re  clearly traceable over most of the area. 

The individual second-by-second measurements a re  
displayed as small squares which, in this display, a re  
just slightly smaller than the actual footprint of the 
measurement. The displayed squares are about 2 m 
(7-8 ft) in length. The detector footprint is closer to 3 
m (1 0 ft) perpendicular to the direction of travel. Along 
the vehicle path, the detector footprint varies with the 
speed of the vehicle but, in any case, would provide 
continuous coverage ofthe ground along the direction 
of travel. Thus the only real gaps  in the coverage are 
those between the flight lines. Where the flight lines 
intersect, it is not always easyirom this display to sep- 
arate which set of data belongs to which flight line. 
Of major interest in Figure 10 is the large hole in the 
data as the Kiwi had to avoid driving over the mound 
and the small depression just northeast of the mound. 
In later analysis, a linear interpolation of the measured 
activity filled this gap. The main effect of the linear 
interpolation is that, in later plots, the hottest activity 
location appears just east of the mound rather than on 
top of it. Other instrument surveys (mainly hand-held 
FIDLERs) indicated higher activity just east of the 
mound, although their results were not recorded. 

Figure 11 showsthe results of collecting all of the indi- 
vidual second-by-second measurements into a norni- 
nal9-m (304) grid and averaging the data over this 
interval. This plot presentsthe gross count data which 
is simply a sum of all of the gamma rays detected in 
each spectrum. As  expected for a region this small, 
the gross count activity outside the area of actual con- 
tamination is quite uniform (varying by only 5%). The 
lack of data over the mound and the resulting linear 
interpolation caused the highest contour level to 
appear over the flight line closest to the mound on the 
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FIGURE I O .  KIWIPOINT-BY-POINTGROSS COUNTAND TRUACTIVITYLEVELS: The data collectedbythe Kiwisystem eachsecond 
' . are presented with different colors corresponding to the different gross count and TRUactiviiylevels. The TRU:241Am ratio is 

16:l. Eachsquarerepresentsanindividua1measurementoftheactivity;fhesizeofthesquareisaboutthe width ofthedetector's 
footprint. 
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FIGURE 11. KIW130-FTGRIDDED ANDSO-FTAVERAGED GROSS COUNTDATA. The observedgross count ofallgamma rays in the 
. . individual Kiwispectra were collectedintoa 30-flgridandaveragedoveronegridcell. Since thesurvey area is relativelysmall, 

the gross count rate is relatively constant, except in the heavily contaminatedareas. The data are presented both as squares 
centered on the grid loci and as contour levels derived from the gridded data. 
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FIGURE 12, . KIWI 30-FTGRIDDED AND 30-FTAVERAGED TRU ACTIVITIES. These plots are based on the same data presentedin 
Figure 10 except that the 241Am counts have been collected into 30-ft averages and centered on a 30-ft grid. The data are 
presented both as squares centered on the grid loci and as contour levels derived from the gridded data. 
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east side. Actually, this maximum contour should b e  
much larger and’ encompass most if not all of the 
mound, but the linear interpolation distorts the values 
in this area. On the plots, the fence is reconstructed 
from the measured GPS positions of the comer posi- 
tions. The jagged boundary of the data is a conse- 
quence of collecting data only inside the fence. The 
data are presented both as colored squares corre- 
sponding to the level of activity at each grid location 
and as contour levels enclosing regions of the same  
or higher activity. 

The preparation of the data in Figure 12 is similar to 
that of the previous figure, except that this plot is 
based on the count rate in the photopeak of the 
60-keV gamma rays from 241Am. The TRU activity 
shown in the figure uses  the 163 TRU:241Am ratio 
calculated earlier. Here there is a much better defini- 
tion of the plume area as well as more details of hot 
spots within a few hundred feet of the GZ area. As dis- 
cussed earlier, the  Kiwi did not travel over the mound, 
and those grid cells were filled with a linear interpola- 
tion of the data measured around the base of the 
mound. Therefore, no specific conclusions should be 
drawn about the 241Am or TRU activity from the Kiwi 
data on top of the mound. For these data, all grid 
points outside the fenced area were given 241Am acti- 
vities of zero. Even with this assumption, it is clear the 
plume extends all the way to and through the southern 
fence (see results of the Suburban measurements in 
Section 6.6). 

If a second averaging scale of approximately 90 m 
(270 ft) is used, the size of the grid footprint 
approaches the size of the aerial detector system 
footprint. Figure 13 shows the Kiwi TRU activity data 
using this new footprint. Notice the similarities in the 
contour shapes  from the Kiwi data compared to the 
contour shapes  from the aerial data in Figure 9 (recall 

.that Figure 9 still uses  the old TRU:241Am ratio of 
1O:l). There is quite good agreement around GZ. 

The Kiwi contours do not spread all the way to the 
eastern and western fences in the same  way as the 
aerial data. This can be understood as aconsequence 
of the aerial system not having a well-defined foot- 
print. The Kiwi has  Cd shielding on the sides of its 
detectors to limit detector visibility to the side. The 
aerial system has no shielding and the footprint is 

. “defined by the attenuation of the gamma rays travel- 
ing through the air to the detector. Thus a relatively 
weak source which is beyond the aerial system foot- 
print can be  ignored. However, a strong source (the 

mound) can contribute a few percent of its gamma 
rays to the aerial system even when it is well beyond 
the normal footprint limit, and therefore, it will produce 
a n  effect at large distances. 

The agreement between the Kiwi and the aerial sys- 
tem is not quite as remarkable in the plume area. This 
may just be  a result of the  much lower activity and the 
aerial system‘s inability to do much with measure- 
ments made at or near its minimum detectable activity 
limit. . 
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6.6 Experiment #6 (June)-HPGe In Sifu 
Measurements 

In June, the Suburban HPGe detector system made 
a series of measurements to establish background 
levels around the  outside of the fence at Double 
Tracks and at the revegetation site northeast of 
Double Tracks. The locations and activity levels mea- 
sured by the Suburban system are  listed in Table 6. 
Figure 14 (see page 33) shows the locations marked 
by colored dots corresponding to the TRU activity. 
Again, the aerial and ground-based data in this figure 
both use  a 16:l ratio to convert the measured 241Am 
activity to TRU activity. 

As a check on the consistency of the data, the activity 
of a control point was measured at the beginning and 
end of each day. The results of these measurements 
a re  listed in Table 7 (see page 34). Once the Suburban 
went inside the exclusion zone, it stayed there until the 
end of the week. Thus two separate control points 
were established: one  outside, which was  used on 
the first day, and one  inside, which was  used on the 
remaining days. The two dots in Figure 14 identify the 
two control points. The 2 4 1 ~ m  activity at the control 
points is very low (below the minimum detectable 
activity) and counting statistics dominate. The daily 
comparisons were made using the 40K photopeak at 
1,461 keV and the  228Ac pair of photopeaks around 
965 keV, which had sufficient counts in the 
600-second measurements. 

These control points also provided a check on the 
variations in the GPS  pos.itioning system. One second 
of latitude is approximately 31 m (101 ft) while one  
second of longitude is only about 24 m (80 ft). While 
the Suburban was  returned daily to what visually 
appeared to be the same  location, the variation 
appears to follow the 3-5 m (1 0-1 5 ft) accuracy of this 
particular GPS  system. 



Table 6. Suburban Measurements in June. The locations and Am concentrations are 
shown for the HPGe measurements made at the Double Tracks area. Excluded 
from the table are the energy calibration measurements. The TRU concentration is 
based on a (239Pu + 240Pu + 241Am):241Am ratio of 16. Positions shown in italics 
never received a lock on the differential GPS signal, so they have a positional 
uncertainty on the order of 100 m (300 ft). 

File 241Am TRU 
No. Latitude (N) Longitude (W) . (PCikO (PCi/g) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
14 
15 
16 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

37'42'14.27" 
37'41 '58.25" 
37'41 '57.61 " 
37'42'17.50'' 
37'42'29.20" 
37'42'30.59'' 
37'42'34.29" 
37'41'57.89" 
37'41 '53.04" 
37'41'58.12'' 
37'42' 1.1 9" 
37'42' 4.28" 
37'42' 7.09" 
37'42' 7.24" 
37'42'10.09'' 
37'42'1 3.1 5" 
37'42'1 4.84" 
37'42'17.09" 
37'42'1 8.1 2" 
37'42'1 9.1 6'' 
37'42'1 9.40" 
37'42'1 9.92" 
37'42'20.42" 
37'42'20.90'' 
37O42'23.04'' 
37'42'23.78" 
37'42'24.89" 
37'42'26.53" 
37'42'29.33" 
37'42'22.82" 
37'42'22.74" 
37"42'22.50" 
37'42'22.28'' 
37'42'21.59'' 
37'42'21.42" 

11 6'59'1 4.87" 
11 6'59'18.54" 
11 6'59'23.62" 
11 6'59'22.65" 
11 6'59'21.83" 
11 6'59'14.97" 
11 6'59' 0.66" 
11 6'59'21.10" 
11 6'59'21.30" 
11 6'59'21 -44'' 
11 6'59'21.74" 
11 6'59'21.1 3" 
116'59'20.11" 
11 6'59'20.38" 
11 6'59'20.00" 
11 6'59'20.14'' 
11 6'59'1 9.75'' 
11 6'59'1 9.38" 
11 6'59'1 9.41" 
11 6'59'1 9.1 4" 
11 6'59'1 8.82" 
1 I 6'59'1 8.73" 
11 6'59'18.47" 
11 6'59'1 8.24" 
11 6'59'1 7.45" 
11 6'59'1 7.21" 
11 6'59'16.72" 
11 6'59'1 6.09" 
11 6'59'1 5.1 0" 
11 6'59'22.16'' 
I1 6'59'20.81" 
11 6'59'1 9.50" 
11 6'59'1 8.98 
11 6'59'1 6.55" 
11 6'59'1 6.1 7" 

c MDAa 
e MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 

9.37 
5.69 
7.49 
6.05 
9.70 
14.10 
19.19 
30.70 
17-32 
22.22 
15.63 
6.70 

1 I .57 
19.54 
28.34 
52.36 
86.1 2 
13.69 
3.02 
2.77 

f 0.58 
f 0.56 
f 0.56 
f 0.55 
f 0.59 
f 0.62 
f 0.66 
f 0.73 
f 0.65 
f 0.70 
f 0.65 
f 0.57 
f 0.62 
f 0.67 
f 0.74 
f 0.90 
f 1.06 
f 0.63 
f 0.52 
f 0.53 

c MDAa 
c MDAa 

1.75 f 0.51 
2.15 f 0.53 
2.46 f 0.53 
7.38 f 0.58 
75.50 f 1.04 
11 -72 f 0.61 

c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 
c MDAa 

149.9 
91 .o 
119.8 
96.8 
155.2 
225.6 
307.0 
491.2 
277.1 
355.5 
250.1 
107.2 
185.1 
31 2.6 
453.4 
837.8 

1,377.9 
219.0 
48.3 
44.3 

f 9.3 
f 9.0 
f 9.0 
f 8.8 
f 9.4 
f 9.9 
f 10.6 
f 11.7 
f 10.4 
f 11.2 
f 10.4 
f 9.1 
f 9.9 
f 10.7 
f 11.8 
f 14.4 
f 17.0 
f 10.1 
f 9.3 
f 8.5 

c MDAa 
< MDAa 

28.0 f 8.2 
34.4 f 8.5 
39.4 f 8.5 
118.1 f 9.3 

1,208.0 z t  16.6 
187.5 f 9.8 

aThe Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA) is equal to 3a where u is the standard deviation of the counting statistics. For measure- 
ments made at a height of 3 m, the MDA is 1.0 pCi/g of 241Am and 16.0 pCi/g of TRU. For measurements made at a height of 
7.5 m, the MDA is 1.5 pCi/g of 241Am and 24.0 pCi/g of TRU. 
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Table 6. Suburban Measurements in June (continued) 
File 241Arn TRU 
No. Latitude (N) Longitude (W) (PCi/g) (Pcim 

53 37'42'21.24" 11 6'59'1 4.92" 7.57 f 0.57 121.1 f 9.1 
37'42'21.19" . 116'59'15.42" 6.1 5 f 0.57 98.4 f 9.1 52 

54 37'42'20.91" 11 6'59'14.25" 4.58 f 0.53 73.3 f 8.5 
55 37'42'20.72" 11 6"59'13.5lN c MDAa c MDAa 

37O4221.10" 11 6"59'1 7.20" 19.43 f 0.67 310.9 f 10.7 56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

37'42'20.34" 
37O42'20.60" 
37'42'21.63" 
37'42'20.61 I' 

37'42'1 9.82" 

11 6"59'17.35" 
116"59'19.00" 
11 6'59'1 9.69" 
11 6'59'19.58" 
11 6'59'17.24" 

46.25 f 0.85 
2.57 f 0.55 
1.86 f 0.52 

c MDAa 
17.50 f 0.66 

740.0 f 13.6 
41.1 f 8.8 
29.8 f 8.3 

c MDAa 
280.0 f 10.6 

73 37'42'20.04" 11 6'59'1 5.51 If 4.76 f 0.55 76.2 f 8.8 

75 37'42'1 6.67" 11 6'59'1 6.24" 1.78 f 0.51 28.5 f 8.2 
aThe Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA) is equal to 3u where u is the standard deviation of the counting statistics. For measure- 

ments made at a height of 3 m, the MDA is 1 .O pCi/g of 24lArn and 16.0 pCi/g of TRU. For measurements made at a height of 
7.5 m, the MDA is 1.5 pCi/g of 241Am and 24.0 pCi/g of TRU. 

74 37'42'18.02" 11 6'59'1 6.84" 3.54 f 0.55 56.6 f 0.8 

6.7 Experiment #7 (June)-Hot-Piece 

Results of the metallic piece measurements a re  given 
in Table 8 (see page 35). Most pieces were relatively 
flat and approximately 0.5 to I .O cm (0.2-0.4 in) thick. 
Assuming that the pieces were thick enough to stop 
the 241Am 60-keV gamma ray, the total activity con- 
tained on a piece is the sum of that obtained from 
measuring each side. By dividing this total by the 
mass of the piece, the activity per unit mass  can be 
determined. These results, for both 241Am and TRU, 
are also presented in Table 8. As shown in this table, 
all these pieces greatly exceed the level (0.1 pCi/g) 
currently used to separate TRU waste from low-level 
waste. 

Activity Measurements 

Table 9 (see page 36) presents the results of the soil 
sample measurements. The  lower density of the soil 
(compared to the metallic pieces discussed above) 
and the size of the bottles allow some fraction of the 
241Am 60-keV gamma rays to escape through either 
side of the bottle. Thus a measurement of both sides 
may count the activity of a location in the bottle twice. 
The TRU values given in the table are  based on the 
sum of the activity measured from each side. The 
actual total soil activity should be somewhere 
between the value obtained from one  side and the 
sum of the activity measured from both sides. The 
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data show that some very small areas within the inner 
fence have activity levels slightly greater than that 
used to define TRU waste. However, the areas 
involved are  quite small compared to the  total area 
that will have soil removed during the remediation. 
Most of the soil to be  removed has  activity levels well 
below the TRU level. Therefore, the bulk soil trans- 
ported off-site for disposal should fall well within the 
classification used for low-level waste. 

7.0 SUMMARY 

A series of measurements were conducted at the 
Double Tracks site on Stonewall Flat at the NAFR. 
The April expedition tested a number of new tech- 
niques and performed several preliminary character- 
ization measurements. In addition, three techniques 
for rapidly assessing the Am and Pu depth profiles 
were tested. Several plots comparing these ground- 
based system measurements with each other and 
with the 1993 aerial data show remarkable agree- 
ment. 
The June  expedition focused on the site characteriza- 
tion using the newly designed Kiwi vehicle. Another 
new detector platform, an  ATV equipped with FIDLER 
detectors, performed a search for hot pieces marking 
the locations for later removal by teams of "miners." 



DOUBLE TRACKS Site 
June Suburban HPGe Data 

CONVERSION SCALE 

mu bCVg1' 

Black 

Green 100 - 200 

Yellow 200 - 600 

'Ground-based data from Suburban 
HPGe system taken at 7.5-meter 
heights. -1 

Conversion assumptions include: 
Characterized detector 
3 e m  relaxation length 
2 S c m  sample depth 
TRU: Am ratio = 16 

N 
'p/ 7 T 
D 

-.\ 
-\' 

*\s 
5. 

Unsmoothed Aerial Data 

0 c 160 

E 160- 250 

250- 400 

400- 640 

1.000 - 1,600 
1,600 - 2.530 

*Aerial data taken at a 30-meter 
altitude at 36 mls (70 knots). The 
detector array consisted of eight 2- 
x 4- x 16-inch Nalm) detectors. 
Conversion assumptions include: 

cosine detector response 
3 c m  relaxation length 
2.5cm sample depth 
TRU:Am ratio= 16 
Photopeak cts = 1.6 x window cts 

FIGURE 14. MEASUREMENTLOCATIONS OFTHESUBURBAN SYSTEM (JUNE). Thelocations (by GPScoordinates) of the Suburban 
measurementsare marked by colored dots corresponding to five bands of TRU activity The contour data from the 1993 aerial 
surveyareincludedforreference. Bothsetsofdata use the 16:l TRU:24fAmactivityratio. Thehvo controlpoints (oneinside the 
fence and one outside) are indicated by the large dots. 
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Both of these new systems performed better than 
expected. 
For future site characterizations, the ATV will search 
for hot pieces. The tripod HPGe systems will obtain 
rough depth distributions in the soil and measure iso- 
topic ratios. The Suburban system w ' ~  the HPGe 
detector suspended on the end of a mast will make 
spot measurements inside the contaminated area as 

well as a set of measurements to establish back- 
ground radiation levels. Once all of this work is com- 
plete and these systems leave the area, the Kiwi sys- 
tem will perform the actual characterization 
measurements of the site. The Kiwi will use the depth 
distributions and isotopic ratios to calculate accurate 
soil concentration and the horizontal distribution ofthe 
contamination. 

Table 7. Control Point Suburban Measuremen,; .in June. The locations and isotopic 
concentrations are shown for the HPGe measurements made at the daily control 
points. Positions shown in italicsmever received a lock on the differential GPS 
signal, so they have a positional uncertainty on the order of 100 m (300 ft). 

File 22aAc "K 
No. Latitude (N) Longitude 0 (Pw.0 (PCVg) 

Outside Fence 
2 37'42'18.55'' I1 6'59'1 3.48" not recorded 
12 37'42'1 8.44" 116'59'1 3.54" 3.38 f 0.24 63.5 

Inside Fence 
22 37'42'1 9.25" 

36 37'42'1 8.91" 

11 6'59'1 4.00" 

11 6'59'1 4.25'' 

not recorded 
2.92 f 0.22 57.2 

f 1.3 

f 1.3 

42 3T42'20.34'' 11P5974.9Y' 3.15 f 0.23 60.5 f 1.3 

62 37'42'1 8.94" 11 6'59'1 4.06" 2.71 f 0.24 57.6 f 1.3 

72 37'42'1 8.70" 11 6'59'1 4.06 3.33 f 0.23 58.8 f 1.2 

76 37'42'1 8.67" 11 6'59'1 4.1 5" 3.00 f 0.23 57.7 f 1.3 
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Table 8. “Pieces” Activity Measurements from June. Selected pieces of metal, 
coated with an Am and Pu mixture, were collected and measured during the 
June survey. Their specific activity measurements place them in the TRU 
waste category. Note that the activities in this table are pCi/g rather than the 
pCi/g used throughout the rest of the report. 

TRUa 
241Am Activity 241Am 

Piece Side1 Side2 Total Mass Act./mass Act./mass 
Number (PCi) (PCi) (PCi) (SI (PCi/S) (PCiIS) 
06/07/95 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
10 
11 
12 

143.7 
71.4 
357.1 
31 8.3 
167.0 
157.8 
54.2 
106.2 
17.7 
49.6 

179.5 
89.0 
255.5 
366.1 
144.5 
211.3 
54.2 
120.4 
17.6 
54.8 

323.2 
160.4 
61 2.6 
684.4 
311.5 
369.1 
108.4 
226.6 
35.3 
104.4 

33.25 
30.68 
254.01 
31 6.4 
124.1 2 
58.87 
13.41 
95.55 
21.33 
2.4 

9.7 
5.2 
2.4 
2.2 
2.5 
6.3 
8.1 
2.4 
1.7 
43.5 

155 
84 
39 
35 
40 
100 
130 
38 
27 
696 

0 6/08/95c 
13 87.7 74.3 162.0 107.36 1.5 24 
14 123.3 123.3 246.6 39.78 . 6.2 . 99 
15 38.5 47.7 86.2 17.38 5.0 80 

aAssurned a TRU to 241Am ratio of 16. Note: TRU waste is defined as an activityhass greater than 0.1 pCig. 
bSubtracted a background activity of 5.4 pCi. 
cSubtracted a background activity of 1.3 pCi. 
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Table 9. Soil Sample Activity Measurements from June.. Selected soil samples 
measured during the June  expedition exhibit Am and TRU activity levels higher than 
the definition of TRU waste. For soil sample counting, the actual value will probably 
be closer to that obtained from one side only, which would be  approximately half the 
value quoted here. Note that the activities in this table are  pCi/g rather than the pCi/g 
used throughout the rest of the report. 

241Am Activity 241 TRUa 
Sample Side 1 Side 2 Total Mass Actlmass Aci./mass 
Number W i )  (Im ( l a  (9) (IrCiIg) (PCiIS) 

. 06/07/95b 
8 2.5 3.8 6.3 796.62 0.008 0.1 28 
9 8.2 6.0 14.2 746.97 0.01 9 0.304 

S l d  2.3 2.4 4.7 558.41 0.008 0.134 
s2e 5.9 6.3 12.2 240.87 0.051 0.81 6 
S3f 4.6 5.0 9.6 297.77 0.032 0.51 2 
s49 5.8 5.7 11.5 345.86 0.033 0.528 

BAssumed a TRU to 241Am ratio of 16. Note: TRU waste is defined as an activitylmass greater than 0.1 pciig. 
b Subtracted a background activity of 5.4 pCi. Samples were taken from soil previously collected from areas within the exclusion 

CSubtracted a background activity of 1.3 pCi. 
dSample was collected approximately 20 m (60 ft) from GZ in direction of 65". 
e Sample taken approximately 1.6 m (5 ft) below ground level during the drilling operations to assess the contents of the mound 

06/O0/9Sc 

area which were identified by the FIDLER detectors on the ATV as containing elevated amounts of Am. 

at GZ. 
Sample taken approximately 30 m (100 ft) east of GZ. 

g Sample taken approximately 45 m (1 50 ft) east of GZ. 
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APPENDIX A 

SURVEY PARAMETERS AND RESULTS 

Parameters 
Survey Site: Double Tracks Site 

Survey Dates: 

Nellis Air Force Range near Tonopah, Nevada 

April 10-1 3, 1995 
June 5-9,1995 

Nominal Site Elevation: 

Survey Altitude: 

1,450-1,550 m (4,800-5,000 ft) MSL 

0.75 m (30 in) Kiwi (Nal) system 
0.75 m (30 in) A N  (FIDLER) system 
1 m (3 ft) HPGe tripods 
3 m (1 0 ft) and 7.5 m (25 ft) Suburban (HPGe) system 

Line Spacing: 

Line Direction: 

Survey Coverage: 

Base of Operation: 

Positioning System: 

Detector Arrays: 

3 m (10 ft) Kiwi system 
1.6 m (5 ft) ATV system 

Kiwi: north-south inside fenced area and approximately 
northwest-southeast south of fenced area. 
A m  east-west inside fence. 

Approximately 0.13 km2 (0.05 mi2) inside fenced area. 
Sporadic measurements outside fenced area. 

Tonopah Test Range, Nevada. 

Differential GPS (Global Positioning System). 

Two tripod systems: approximately 86% and 107% 
efficiency HPGe. 
Suburban vehicle with approximately 98% HPGe on 
extendable mast. 
Kiwi vehicle with Nal detectors and REDAR IV. 
A N  with three FIDLER detectors. 

Conversion Factors 
1 pR/h = 8.76 mR/yr = 8.37 mrem/yr 
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APPENDIX B 

This appendix is an unpublished internal report of some work performed in Area 11 of the NTS and is included 
here principally for its background information on the thermoluminescent detector (TLD) sheets  and to highlight 
the discrete distribution of Pu at another site. One of the authors of this appendix (AB) assisted in the data collec- 
tion at Double Tracks. Minor editorial changes have been made to the original document. 

IN SITU MEASUREMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ALPHA ACTIVITY 
AT VERY HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND SENSITIVITY 

A. BHAJLACHARJIE AND W. QUAM 
EG&G/EM SANTA BARBARA OPERATIONS 

Abstract 
Large (30 cm by 30 cm) TLD sheets  were used to determine the surface and depth distribution of 239Pu alpha 
contamination at a location on the Nevada Test Site. The spatial resolution was 3 mm at a signal to noise ratio 
exceeding 20 to 1. Depth profiles were analyzed to derive their characteristic shape. Selected graphs of the raw 
alpha distributions, from surface and depth distributed activities, a re  shown. 

Introduction 
Recent work by International Sensor Technology (IST) in Pullman, WA, h a s  yielded several large area TLD prod- 
ucts. One such TLD, a calcium sulfate(thu1ium activator) was  used for the in situ alpha contamination measure- 
ments reported here. These TLD materials a re  provided in sheet form approximately 30 em by 30 cm with individ- 
ual TLD's located on 3-mm centers on the surface of the Kapton backing. The TLD material is held on the sheet 
surface with a binder of a few microns thickness. The alpha sensitivity is sufficient to activate the TLD traps in 
the TLD material. 
The TLD sheets  are robust and may be readily handled for placement. The sheets  are reusable and can be read- 
out several hundred times. The TLD sheets  a re  sensitive to betas and gammas as well as alphas: however, the 
higher linear energy transfer of the alpha produces a larger signal per incident particle. Thus the sheets  can b e  
used to discriminate between the three radiations by setting up a discrimination threshold based upon signal to 
noise ratio. 
Calibration measurements with 241Am show that the sensitivity of this TLD material was  0.3 pCi for a 20-minute 
exposure time. We believe that this sensitivity can be increased by a large margin by improving the readout tech- 
nique. The manufacturer (Dr. Braunlich of IST) has stated that recent improvements in readout technique can 
yield up to a factor of 100 in alpha detection sensitivity. . 

Description of the Field Experiment 
The measurements were performed on several occasions within the fenced Site B in Area I1 at the Nevada Test 
Site. This a rea  is available for evaluation of detectors that a re  not usually used for in situ measurements. The 
present work was performed for a DOE environmental restoration project. 
The TLD sheets  were manually placed on the soil surface to create surface maps and pressed vertically into the 
subsurface with a hammer-driven emplacement tool to create vertical profile maps. The major objectives were 
to observe the detector performance in high ground temperatures with sun at zenith and to determine feasibi1.Q 
of locating minute plutonium "hot particles" on site. Exposure times of 15 to 70 minutes were used, with good data 
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obtained over this range. After exposure the TLD’s were read out with an  IST automatic reader using a pulsed 
carbon dioxide laser. The readout process takes about one hour. 
The data are obtained as a three-dimensional array and can be drawn as a n  XYZ plot from a personal computer 
file with the alpha activity plotted as the Z coordinate and the soil surface shown as the XY plane. These files can 
readily b e  manipulated to determine the statistical parameters of alpha activity within user-selected XY domains. 
Three different TLD sheet materials were field tested to determine noise figures and detection sensitivities. 
Although ground temperatures were not measured, the air temperature was in the vicinity of 108” F; i e. , less than 
ideal for this material. Nonetheless, the data obtained were fairly noise free, with calcium sulfate (thulium activa- 
tor) being the most sensitive. The figures shown are  from this material. 

Discussions 

As mentioned earlier, the measurements were performed at Site 6 in Area 11 at the Nevada Test Site. This area 
was used many years ago for safety shots and has  a surface contamination of 239Pu. Cleanup of this area is cur- 
rently in process. 
The first plot shows the XYZ representation of data from one TLD sheet laid flat on the soil surface and exposed 
for 30 minutes with part of its sensitive surface covered with a n  alpha absorber. This measurement served to prove 
that the isolated large peaks were caused only by alpha. They are  present in the uncovered part and not (with 
some exceptions) in the covered part. The peaks seen  in the covered part are noise peaks caused by readout 
errors and would cause false alarms. The background outside the large spikes is a combination of real incident 
background and the noise generated during readout. These plots show nearly 10,000 pixels of data points, each 
the reading of a n  individual TLD. 
The second plot is a representation of subsurface alpha activity. The TLD sheet was emplaced in the form of a 
cylinder about 6 cm in diameter. It was allowed to overlap and to extend above the soil surface. The plot shows 
a greatly reduced signal in the overlap region, again demonstrating that the origin of the spikes is incident alpha. 
Further, as expected, it shows a reduced signal in the above ground portion illustrating the higher alpha rate from 
soil. The third plot has  been calculated from the subsurface data by integrating signal along the sheet’s circumfer- 
ence and plotting versus depth. We see here that the alpha contamination is not uniform with depth but appears 
to be low for a few centimeters and then a sharp increase appears which gradually decreases versus depth. This 
behavior may be due  to an uncontaminated overburden placed to minimize spread of the 239Pu. 

Conclusions 
Our measurements have shown that the large area, high spatial resolution TLDs provide unique capabilities for 
environmental cleanup of plutonium and transuranics. Its in situ usage allows pinpointing contaminants without 
soil removal and processing. The disposal problem is simplified. Its large a rea  allows large soil surface coverage 
in reasonable mapping times. with future improvements of TLD detection sensitivities, the mapping times would 
be significantly reduced. Further, the sheet TLDs provide a simple quantitative means of processing surface con- 
tamination with high spatial resolution. Minute “hot particles” would b e  located. Quantitative measurements of 
alpha Contamination versus depth in soil may be readily obtained without taking soil samples for wet chemistry 
at a fraction of cost and time. Cost is additionally reduced by reusing the TLD sheets. 
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FIGURE 51. SOIL SURFACE ALPHA MAP WITH CaS04Tm (Grain Size 10 to 40 microns). PIot showing three-dimensional 
representationof 10,OOOpixelsofdatapoinfs with the TLDsheetfiatonthesoilsurfaceandexposedfor3Ominutes 
(a) exposed section (b) section covered with an alpha absorber. 
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FIGURE 8-2. PLOT OF SUBSURFACE ALPHA AC77VKK Dark spots are net signals covering several pixels each. The average 
background was 6,000 signal units and the largest peak was 400,000 signal units. 
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SH460 Average pCi/gm vs Depth 
4 4 '  E of GZ, Site B 
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depth, mm 
FIGURE 8-3. THIS PLOT IS DERIVED FROM FIGURE 8-2 AND REPRESENTS THE AVERAGE NET SIGNAL PER MINUTE 

INTEGRATEDOVERTHETWSHEETPORTIONTHATWASSUBSURFACE. Note thatthesignaltonoiseratioisabout 
1O:l at 5 cm depth. The low signal between 0 and 5 cm may be due to clean soil overburden used to Inhibit 
resuspenslon. 
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